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Abstract. We show that the periods of the holomorphic Eisenstein series of level 1, parallel weight 2,
on a Hilbert modular surface are not rational, even up to scaling. This is deduced from a study of the
mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology of the Hilbert modular surface, where we find extension classes
related to the units of the real quadratic field. We prove similar results for Hilbert modular varieties of
all dimensions, and produce extensions of Galois representations in e´tale cohomology. The key point is to
study the restriction of the canonical extension of the Hodge bundle to the boundary of a smooth toroidal
compactification.
1. Introduction
1.1. Harder’s Eisenstein cohomology. Let F/Q be a totally real number field with integers OF . We
assume that OF has narrow class number one. Let G = ResF/Q GL2, G0 = ResF/Q SL2, G0(Z) = SL2(OF ) ⊂
G0(Q), Γ ⊂ G0(Z) a congruence subgroup. Let V be a finite-dimensional algebraic representation of G, i.e.
a Q-vector space V with a map ρ : G→ GL(V ). Harder [19] defines a map
∂ : H∗(Γ, V )→ ⊕PH∗(ΓP , V ),
where P runs over Γ-conjugacy classes of Q-parabolic subgroups of G0, ΓP = Γ ∩ P (Z). He proves that
there is a unique H× pi0(G(R))-equivariant section of ∂ : H∗(Γ, V )→ im(∂), where H is the spherical Hecke
algebra. In most cases, the spherical Hecke operators suffice to prove uniqueness, as they have distinct
eigenvalues on the kernel and image of ∂. However, in the case of V = Q, the trivial representation of G,
he also uses the action of pi0(G(R)) ([19], pg. 86). Hecke operators do not suffice, because ker(∂) and im(∂)
both could contain the trivial representation of H, i.e. the representation where Tq ∈ H, for q a prime of OF
not dividing the level, acts as Tq(v) = (1 +NF/Q(q))v.
1.1.1. Hilbert modular varieties. As F/Q is totally real, H∗(Γ,Q) may be identified with the singular coho-
mology of a complex algebraic variety Hd/Γ, a Hilbert modular variety, and we can identify H∗(Γ,C) with
its de Rham cohomology. This comes equipped with a Hodge filtration Fil∗ from Deligne’s mixed Hodge
theory. The action of H preserves this filtration, for example sending holomorphic forms to holomorphic
forms. However, the action of pi0(G(R)) = (Z/2Z)d does not preserve holomorphicity. When d = 2, the
element c = c1 ◦ c2 ∈ (Z/2Z)2 sends f(z1, z2)dz1 ∧ dz2 to f(−z1,−z2)dz1 ∧ dz2. This raises the possibility
that Harder’s section does not behave well with respect to the Hodge filtration Fil∗ on H∗(Hd/Γ,C). In
other words, his section might not send classes to their “most holomorphic” lift.
For F a real quadratic field, consider a Hilbert modular surface Y = H2/Γ, for Γ ⊂ SL2(OF ) a torsion-free
congruence subgroup. Consider the following holomorphic Eisenstein series:
E(2,2) =
−ζF (−1)
4
+
∑
α∈d−1,α0
σ1(αd)e
2pii·tr(αz)
 dz1 ∧ dz2.
It is a closed, holomorphic 2-form on Y , with logarithmic poles along the boundary ∂X of any smooth
toroidal compactification X. It gives a class [E(2,2)] ∈ Fil2H2(H2/Γ,C)SL2(OF )triv whose image under ∂ is a
non-zero element of ⊕PH2(ΓP ,Q) (see 4.21, 4.23). In particular, if it was contained in H2(Γ,Q), it would
be Harder’s lift of ∂([E(2,2)]). However, it is not:
Corollary 1.1. No non-zero scalar multiple of E(2,2) has rational periods.
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2 JESSE SILLIMAN
This is a corollary to our Main Theorem 1.3. It may be possible to find an actual cycle exhibiting these
irrational periods, but for us the interest in this is as a concrete consequence of our general result about
Hodge structures.
This has a “motivic” consequence:
Corollary 1.2. No non-zero scalar multiple of the form E(2,2) can be written as∑
i
ci
dfi
fi
∧ dgi
gi
for ci ∈ Q, fi, gi ∈ C(Y )∗.
In other words, no non-zero scalar multiple of the algebraic differential form E(2,2) is in the image of the
map from Milnor K-theory, KM2 (C(Y ))→ Ω2C(Y )/C.
We can prove Theorem 1.3, as it applies to Corollary 1.1, in two essentially different ways:
(1) The Hodge bundles ω1, ω2 on Y have canonical extensions ωi to smooth toroidal compactifications X.
We consider the restrictions ωi|∂X , and compute their Chern classes in Deligne-Beilinson cohomology.
We relate this to the non-semisimplicity of the mixed Hodge structure on H2(Y,Q).
(2) Using (g,K)-cohomology, the differential form E(2,2) − E(2,2) is shown to be cohomologous to a
linear combination of dzi∧dzi
y2i
, i = 1, 2, which is non-zero in H2(Y,C). This relation occurs be-
cause of a simple pole in the meromorphic continuation of the non-holomorphic Eisenstein series∑′
(c,d)∈O2F /O∗F
1
|(c1z1+d1)(c2z2+d2)|2s as s = 1, which in turn comes from the pole of ζF (s) at s = 1.
As method (1) generalizes to prove analogous results in e´tale cohomology, it will be the focus of the paper.
We sketch method (2) in Sections 7, 8. It would be interesting to imitate method (2) in the framework of
p-adic modular forms.
1.2. Statement of theorems. Let F/Q be a totally real field of degree d > 1, with real embeddings
σi : F ↪→ R, i = 1, . . . , d, and integers O ⊂ F . We write Q(j) = (2pii)jQ ⊂ C. We assume F/Q is Galois, and
that O has narrow class number one. Both assumptions are for convenience - the former makes certain line
bundles defined over F as opposed to its Galois closure over Q, and the latter lets us work with geometrically
connected Shimura varieties.
We study the associated Hilbert modular variety Y = Hd/SL2(O). Consider the subgroup
P (Z) =
{(∗ ∗
0 ∗
)
∈ SL2(O)
}
.
We have a map i∞ : Hd/SL2(O)→ Hd/P (Z), which allows us to think of Hd/P (Z) as the “boundary” of the
space Y . Its cohomology is well-understood: for example,
H2d−2(Hd/P (Z),Q(d)) ∼= H1(Hd/P (Z),Q) ∼= O∗ ⊗Q (4.27).
The “restriction” map
H2d−2(Y,Q(d))
i∗∞→ H2d−2(Hd/P (Z),Q(d)) ∼= O∗ ⊗Q(1)
admits, after passing to C coefficients, a section Eis, defined using Eisenstein series and uniquely characterized
as a Hecke-equivariant section such that its image lies in FildH2d−2(Y,C) (see Section 4.5). Our goal is to
describe the obstruction to Eis being defined over Q.
To do this, we introduce some other differential forms on Y . There are forms dzi∧dzi
y2i
, i = 1, . . . , d, on Y ,
giving cohomology classes
ωi ∈ H2(Y,Q(1)) ⊂ H2(Y,C),
where this rationality is because they are Chern classes of line-bundles. We define
ω∗i := ω1 ∧ . . . ∧ ω̂i ∧ . . . ∧ ωd ∈ H2d−2(Y,Q(d− 1)).
Theorem 1.3. For all u ∈ O∗, we have
Eis(u) = ± 1
2|ζF (−1)|
d∑
i=1
log(|σi(u)|)ω∗i mod H2d−2(Y,Q(d)).
In particular, for u 6= 0, Eis(u) /∈ H2d−2(Y,R(d)), since ω∗i ∈ H2d−2(Y,R(d− 1)).
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Remark 1.4. The map Eis : O∗ → H2d−2(Y,C) has a sign ambiguity, depending on a choice of an orientation
of the torus (O∗ ⊗ R)/O∗. The right side has a sign ambiguity as well, in that we have chosen an ordering
for the d real embeddings F ↪→ R. As the latter choice can be used to determine the former, it should be
possible to state a result without a ±. However, there are many opportunities for sign errors in the paper,
and we have not attempted to ensure that all signs are correct.
This implies that our section Eis, defined by compatibility with the Hodge filtration, does not agree with
Harder’s, defined by compatibility with rational structures. Moreover, it implies that Fild∩H2d−2(Y,Q) = 0.
We have analogous results in e´tale cohomology. For simplicity, assume d > 2. There is a variety Y/Q
such that (YC)an ∼= Hd/SL2(O)1. If we base-change to YF , there are line-bundles Li, i = 1, . . . , d, on YF ,
with Chern classes 2ωi := c1(Li) ∈ H2e´t(YF ,Ql(1)). Their (d − 1)-fold cup products define a subspace
⊕iQl ⊂ H2d−2e´t (YF ,Ql(d− 1)). There is an exact sequence of GF -modules
0→ ⊕iQl(1)→ H2d−2e´t (YF ,Ql(d))→ O∗ ⊗Ql → 0,
where the map H2d−2e´t (YF ,Ql(d)) → O∗ ⊗ Ql is the Ql-linear extension of the map (1) above (identifying
singular and e´tale cohomology via a choice of F ⊂ C). This map is in fact GF -equivariant, where O∗ ⊗ Ql
is given the trivial action of GF (see Section 6.1). Kummer theory identifies this extension of GF -modules
with a map
m : O∗ ⊗Ql → ⊕iF ∗ ⊗Ql.
We compute this extension class completely:
Theorem 1.5. For all u ∈ O∗,
m(u) = ± 1
2|ζF (−1)| (σ1(u), . . . , σd(u)).
In particular, this extension is non-trivial, and H2d−2e´t (YF ,Ql(d))GF = 0.
1.3. Sketch of the proof. We sketch the proof of the e´tale-theoretic Theorem 1.5. For simplicity, we
assume d = 2, Y = H2/Γ(N), N ≥ 3, and prove a result about extension classes occuring in H2(Y ). Even
though we stated Theorem 1.5 only for d > 2 above, the purpose of this was only to avoid the contribution
of cusp forms to H2d−2. Thus, we also assume that H2(Y (C),C) has no contributions from cusp forms.
This assumption is not realistic, but can be removed by localizing at the trivial representation of the Hecke
algebra.
We consider Y as a variety over L := F (µN ) ⊂ C. Let X be a smooth, projective toroidal compactification
of Y . The boundary divisor ∂X = X−Y is a SNCD, and for each x ∈ pi0(∂X) = Cusps(Γ(N)), the connected
component (∂X)x is isomorphic to a circle of P1’s,
(∂X)x = (
∐
i∈Z/nZ
P1)/(∞i = 0i+1).
The boundary component corresponding to the cusp at infinity, ∂X∞(C), has fundamental group identified
with
T (Z) :=
{(
u 0
0 u−1
)
| u ∈ O∗
}
∩ Γ(N) ⊂ O∗.
We have an exact sequence
0→ H1(∂XL,Ql(1))→ H2((X, ∂X)L,Ql(1))→ H2(XL,Ql(1))⊥∂X → 0,
defining
H2(XL,Ql(1))
⊥∂X := ker(H2(XL,Ql(1))→ H2(∂XL,Ql(1))).
Noting that H1(∂XL,Ql(1)) ∼= ⊕pi0(∂X)Hom(O∗,Ql(1)), we see that, up to a twist by Ql(1), this sequence
is dual to the extension
0→ Ql(1)ω1 ⊕Ql(1)ω2 → H2e´t(YF ,Ql(2))→ ⊕pi0(∂X)O∗ ⊗Ql → 0
1As we only state results for singular/e´tale cohomology with Q or Ql-coefficients, they hold both for the the smooth stack Y
and its singular coarse space [Y ]. For simplicity, we will only discuss the singular coarse space. In our proofs, we will frequently
work with auxiliary level Γ(N), N ≥ 3, where this distinction does not occur.
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which we wanted to understand. Thus it suffices to compute the extension class of the former sequence. To
do this, we use:
Proposition 1.6. Suppose we have a smooth projective variety X over a field L, with an embedded circle
of P1’s Z ↪→ X, “oriented” by γ ∈ Hsing1 (Z(C),Z).
(1) Defining Pic0(Z) := {L ∈ Pic(Z) | c1(L) = 0 ∈ H2(ZL,Ql(1))}, we have Pic0(Z) = L∗.
(2) Consider a line-bundle L on X such that L|Z is contained in Pic0(Z), corresponding to a ∈ L∗. We
have an extension class in Ext1GL(Ql,Ql(1)), giving by pulling back/pushing out via the following
maps:
Ql
0 H1e´t(ZL,Ql(1)) H2e´t((X,Z)L,Ql(1)) H2e´t(XL,Ql(1))⊥Z 0
Ql(1)
c1(L)
γ
This extension class equals the Kummer class κ(a) ∈ Ext1GL(Ql,Ql(1)).
We prove this, and a Hodge-theoretic analog, in Section 5, using cycle classes in absolute e´tale and Hodge
cohomology.
We see that we need to:
(1) find line-bundles L on X whose Chern classes span H2(XL,Ql(1))⊥∂X ,
(2) compute L|∂X ∈ Pic0(∂X) = ⊕pi0(∂X)Hom(O∗, L∗).
We can perform both of these steps over C, as long as the line-bundles themselves are defined over L. We
consider the canonical extensions to X of the line-bundles Li whose Chern classes gave us 2ω1, 2ω2. These
are line-bundles L1,L2, with Chern classes 2ω1, 2ω2 ∈ H2(X,Q(1)). We can describe these line-bundles as
follows. There is an isomorphism
Ω1X(log ∂X)
∼= L1 ⊕ L2.
Away from the boundary, Li is locally spanned by 1-forms of the form f(z)dzi, f homomorphic. In a small
enough (analytic) neighborhood V of any point x ∈ ∂X∞(C),
Li(V ) = O(V ) · Li(V − V ∩ ∂X)n=0 = O(V )dzi,
for n = R · ∂∂x1 + R · ∂∂x2 (see Lemma 4.2).
Importantly, dzi is a non-vanishing section of Lian along ∂X∞. This implies that Li|∂X(V ∩ ∂X) =
O∂X(V ∩ ∂X) · dzi, and c1(ωi)|∂X∞ = 0. The group T (Z) ⊂ O∗ acts on dzi by
u∗(dzi) = 2σi(u)dzi.
This completes step (2) for these line-bundles (using the SL2(O/NO)-invariance of Li to see that it has the
same behavior at all cusps, not just at ∞).
These line-bundles satisfy (1) as well. It is easy to see that ω1, ω2 then span H
2(XL,Ql(1))⊥∂X , as they
pair non-degenerately with im(H2(XL,Ql(1))→ H2(YL,Ql(1))) = Qlω1+Qlω2 (this follows from Mumford’s
Proportionality Theorem, see 4.8, as well as our assumption that H2(Y,C) contains no contributions from
cusp forms).
This completes (1) and (2), and hence computes the extension class of H2(YL,Ql(2)) as a GL-module.
This completes the sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.5. In the Hodge-theoretic setting, there is more to show
- we must show not only compute an extension class occuring in the cohomology of Y , but also relate it to
the periods of Eisenstein series. In the case d = 2, the Eisenstein series in question is a holomorphic 2-form
with logarithmic poles along ∂X, giving an element of Fil2H2(Y,C), which would split the extension
0→ Q(1)ω1 ⊕Q(1)ω2 → H2(Y,Q(2))→ Q(0)→ 0
precisely if it were contained in H2(Y,Q(2)) ∩ Fil2H2(Y,C).
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1.4. Other results. These phenomena do not occur for Eisenstein series in lower degrees. For 1 ≤ j ≤ d−1,
there is an exact sequence
0→ ∧d−(j−1)/2(⊕iQ)((j − 1)/2)→ H2d−j−1(Y (C),Q(d))→ ∧jO∗ ⊗Q→ 0,
where the subgroup is zero unless j is odd. There is a section
Eis : ∧j O∗ ⊗ C→ H2d−j−1(Y (C),C),
explicitly given by Eisenstein series, characterized by its behavior with respect to Hecke operators and the
Hodge filtration.
Theorem 1.7. The Eisenstein series
Eis(∧jO∗) ⊂ H2d−1−j(Y (C),C)
are contained in H2d−1−j(Y (C),Q(d)).
Theorem 1.8. The GF -module H
2d−1−j
e´t (YF ,Ql(d)) is semisimple, with
H2d−1−je´t (YF ,Ql(d))
GF = Ql.
These results only have content when j is odd, and even then are fairly elementary (modulo the fact that
Eis(∧jO∗) ⊂ FildH2d−1−j(Y (C),C)). With somewhat more difficulty, we can show that (for j 6= d−1) these
Hodge/Galois invariant classes lift to Deligne-Beilinson/absolute e´tale cohomology, but we will not do so in
this paper. We expect this to have applications to the study of p-adic Eisenstein series.
1.5. Related work.
1.5.1. Hilbert modular varieties. It has come to our attention that that case d = 2 of our main results were
proven by Caspar [7]. Moreover, in the case d > 2, Scholl–Davidescu have announced (2018) a proof of the
Galois-theoretic Theorem 1.5, and their method would work with little modification in the Hodge-theoretic
setting as well. Their techniques are similar to ours, which is not suprising, as our results on cycle classes
in absolute cohomology (Section 6) rely on older work of Scholl’s [31]. However, we believe our technique
for proving the Hodge-theoretic results using the residues in the analytic continuation of Eisenstein series
(Sections 7, 8) is new.
1.5.2. Other Shimura varieties. After completing the bulk of this paper, we discovered a paper by Looijenga
[25] which studies the Chern classes of the Hodge bundle ω on Siegel moduli space Y = Ag, and their
relationship with extensions of mixed Hodge structures and Galois representations.
There are toroidal and minimal compactifications Y tor, Y min. The vector bundle ω has a canonical ex-
tension to a vector bundle ωcan to Y tor, but this does not descend along the map pi : Y tor → Y min. Nev-
ertheless, Goresky–Pardon [18] showed that the Chern classes ci(ω
can) ∈ H2i(Y tor,Q(i)) are in the image
of pi∗ : H2i(Y min,Q(i)) → H2i(Y tor,Q(i)), by producing canonical lifts in H2i(Y min,C). Looijenga shows
that, while these lifts live in FiliH2i(Y min,C), as one expects from Chern classes of vector bundles, they do
not live in H2i(Y min,Q(i)), and hence generate a non-trivial extension of mixed Hodge structures inside of
H2i(Y min,Q(i)). His method uses:
(1) embeddings BGLg(Z) = GLg(Z)\GLg(R)/O(g) ⊂ Ag,
(2) the fact that the restriction of the Hodge bundle ω to BGLg(Z) is a scalar extension of the standard
local system ρ : GLg(Z)→ GLg(C),
(3) the fact that the Borel regulator
H2i−1(BGLg(Z),Z)→ R,
is the secondary characteristic class (in the sense of Cheeger-Simons) of the local system ρ.
His method could be used in our setting to prove the Hodge-theoretic claims about the sequence
0→ H1(∂X,Q(1))→ H2((X, ∂X),Q(1))→ H2(X,Q(1)),
as H2((X, ∂X),Q(1)) ∼= H2(Xmin,Q(1)), for Xmin the minimal compactification of the Hilbert modular
variety. He does not relate this structure to Eisenstein series or study the related Galois representions.
We describe a conjecture (Conjecture 5.9) about Chern classes on toroidal embeddings which ought to be
useful in generalizing Looijenga’s results to e´tale cohomology.
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Question 1.9. Is it possible to prove Looijenga’s results using Eisenstein series as opposed to Chern classes,
analogous to our Section 8?
The main difficulty with this is in finding a useful analytic intepretation of H∗(Aming )∨ in which certain
Eisenstein series can be verified to be non-zero.
See also Esnault–Harris [11], which studies the Galois-theoretic properties of the map pi∗ with regards to
these Chern classes in e´tale cohomology. In particular, over p-adic fields and with Ql-coefficients, l 6= p, they
use Scholze’s Hodge-Tate period map to produce analogs of the Goresky-Pardon lifts. They prove that these
lifts are GQp -invariant, but see no reason for them to be GQ-invariant. The above conjecture would imply
that, for Ag, they are not always GQ-invariant. For Hilbert modular varieties, we have shown the following:
(1) It is not possible to define GF -invariant lifts of ωi with Qp-coefficients, and questions of GFv -
invariance, for v | p, are related to Leopoldt’s conjecture for F .
(2) If the map O∗ ⊗ Zl → (O/(p))∗ ⊗ Zl is nonzero, it is not possible to define GFv -invariant lifts of ωi
with Zl-coefficients.
1.6. Outline of the paper. In Section 2, we recall how the space Y (C) = Hd/SL2(O) is the C-points of a
(singular) variety Y/Q. After adding auxiliary level structure, we have a smooth, projective compactification
X/Q. In Section 3, we describe the topology of the boundary ∂X = X − Y .
In Section 4, we review the cohomology of H∗(Y ), in particular its Eisenstein cohomology H∗(Y )Eis ⊂
H∗(Y ). We introduce the Eisenstein series and the Hodge line-bundles. We describe the Hodge structure
on H∗(Y )Eis, and relate it to Theorems 1.3 and 1.7.
In Section 5, we consider line-bundles which becomes local systems when restricted to a circle of P1’s, and
study associated extension classes of Galois modules and mixed Hodge structures. We apply this in Section
6 to prove Theorems 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.8.
In Section 7, we review Eisenstein cohomology via the framework of (g,K)-modules. We use this in Section
8 to give an alternate proof of a weak form of Theorem 1.3, and in Section 9 to study the relationship of our
theorems with Harder’s notion of Eisenstein cohomology.
1.7. Acknowledgements. This paper constituted part of my PhD thesis. I’d like to thank my advisor,
Akshay Venkatesh, for teaching me many things about motives and Eisenstein series, and for suggesting that
I study Hilbert modular varieties.
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2. Hilbert modular varieties
Let F be a totally real field, d = [F : Q], OF ⊂ F the ring of integers. We assume the narrow class
number of OF is one.
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2.1. Shimura varieties. For N ≥ 3, the congruence subgroup Γ(N) = {g ∈ SL2(O) | g ≡ I mod N}
has no elements of finite order, and the space Hd/Γ(N) is well-known to be a complex manifold (see [14],
[36]). The quotient by SL2(OF /NOF ), Hd/SL2(OF ), is a (possibly singular) complex analytic space. The
space Hd/Γ(N) is in fact the analytification of an algebraic variety defined over Q(µN ). We can see this by
identifying Hd/Γ(N) with a connected component of the analytification of a Shimura variety as follows.
We consider the Weil restriction ResF/Q GL2. There is a determinant map
det : ResF/Q GL2 → ResF/QGm,
as well as an inclusion Gm ⊂ ResF/QGm. Let G := det−1(Gm), Z ⊂ G its center, KN := {g ∈ G(Ẑ) | g ≡ 1
mod N}. The group KN is an open compact subgroup of G(Af ). The condition N ≥ 3 implies that KN is
neat.
Associated to the reductive group G and the neat level structure KN is a Shimura variety Sh(G,KN ),
a smooth quasi-projective variety over Q. Its analytification Sh(G,KN )anC has, as one of its connected
components, the space Hd/Γ(N). Moreover, this connected component is “defined over Q(µN )”, i.e. is the
analytification of a connected component of Sh(G,KN )Q(µN ) (we fix an embedding σ : Q(µN ) ↪→ C).
Remark 2.1. We will discuss Hecke operators on Hd/Γ(N) in Section 4.3. However, these Hecke operators
are not those for the Shimura variety associated to G, but for the Shimura variety associated to ResF/Q GL2.
This distinction is not very important for us, as we restrict to connected components anyways.
The group HN := KN/K1 · (KN ∩ Z(AQ)) acts on Sh(G,KN )Q(µN ). There is an exact sequence
0→ SL2(OF /NOF )→ HN → (Z/NZ)∗ → 0.
Then the quotient Sh(G,KN )Q(µN )/HN exists as a (possibly singular) quasi-projective variety over Q(µN ).
For N1, N2 ≥ 3, there are canonical isomorphisms
(Sh(G,KN1)Q(µN1 )/HN1)Q(µN1N2 )
∼= (Sh(G,KN2)Q(µN2 )/HN2)Q(µN1N2 ).
Choosing N1, N2 coprime, we find that this variety descends to a variety over Q, which we denote Sh(G,K1)Q.
Its analytification (Sh(G,K1))
an is equal to Hd/SL2(OF ).
Thus:
Theorem 2.2.
(1) There is a smooth algebraic stack Y (1) over Q whose coarse space [Y (1)] is a (possibly singular)
variety over Q, with
[Y (1)]anC ∼= Hd/SL2(OF ).
(2) There exists a smooth, geometrically connected algebraic variety Y (N) over Q(µN ) such that
(Y (N)C)
an := (Y (N)⊗σ C)an ∼= Hd/Γ(N).
2.2. Arithmetic toroidal compactification. The Shimura variety Sh(G,KN ) is well-known to represent
the Hilbert-Blumenthal moduli problem ([29]). In other words, for Q-algebras S, Sh(G,KN )(S) equals the
set of abelian schemes A/S of relative dimension d, with
(i) real multiplication OF ↪→ End(A),
(ii) full level-N structure A[N ] ∼= (Z/NZ)d,
(iii) a polarization condition which we will not recall here.
As a PEL-type Shimura variety, the results of Lan [23] may be used to construct algebraic compactifications
of Sh(G,KN ). We will use this to compactify Y (N).
Remark 2.3. The compactification of the Hilbert-Blumenthal moduli problem to a proper algebraic space
was first done for Z[1/N, µN ] by Rapoport [29]. However, we found it convenient to use the more general
results of Lan, as he proves
(1) conditions for compactification by projective algebraic varieties (as opposed to proper algebraic
spaces) in [23],
(2) compatibilities between these compactifications and the analytic toroidal compactifications in [22].
Define Cusps(Γ(N)) := P1(F )/Γ(N). For the moment, let Y = Y (N). Then:
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Theorem 2.4. There exists a smooth, projective variety X over Q(µN ), together with an embedding Y ⊂ X.
It satisfies the following properties:
(1) Y is Zariski dense in X, and the complement ∂X := X − Y , with its reduced structure, is a simple
normal crossings divisor in X.
(2) There exists a semi-abelian scheme A′ → X extending the universal abelian scheme A→ Y , so that
the universal real multiplication OF → End(A) extends to OF → End(A′).
(3) At the level of complex-analytic spaces, Y anC ⊂ XanC may be identified with the toroidal compactification
of Y constructed in [1], Ch. 3.1.
(4) The variety ∂X equals
∐
x∈Cusps(Γ(N)) ∂Xx, where ∂Xx is a geometrically connected variety over
Q(µN ).
(5) Let Zi denote the irreducible components of the ∂X over Q(µN ). The connected components of each
Zi, Zi ∩ Zj are normal and geometrically connected.
The variety X depends on an auxiliary choice Σ for each cusp x ∈ Cusps(Γ(N)). Let
T (Z) :=
{(∗ 0
0 ∗
)
∈ Γ(N)
}
.
For the cusp∞ ∈ Cusps(Γ(N)), the auxiliary choice is a T (Z)-admissible rational polyhedral cone decompo-
sition Σ of (OF ⊗R)+ ∪ {0}, where (OF ⊗R)+ denotes the cone of totally positive elements of O⊗R ∼= Rd.
The above theorem will hold for any sufficiently fine Σ which is smooth and projective.
Proof. We essentially just take results in [23], apply them to Sh(G,KN ), base-change to Q(µN ), and restrict
to the connected component Y of Sh(G,KN )Q(µN ).
(1) See [23] Thm. 6.4.1.4 for the existence of the smooth toroidal compactfication of Y by an algebraic
space X so that the complement X − Y (with its reduced structure) is a normal crossings divisor. See (loc.
cit.) Prop. 7.3.1.2, Thm. 7.3.3.4 for the fact that Σ may be chosen so that X is a projective variety. By
the same proposition, we may assume that Σ is sufficiently fine, so that the normal crossings divisor ∂X is
in fact simple.
(2) See [23] Thm. 6.4.1.4 for the extension of the semi-abelian scheme equipped with extra structures.
More precisely, this theorem constructs an extension of the universal abelian scheme into a semi-abelian
algebraic space. However, it can be verified that this extension is in fact a scheme in our case, for example
by the results of ([12], V.6), using the fact that the universal abelian scheme has unipotent (as opposed to
quasi-unipotent) monodromy locally on ∂X.
(3) See [22] for this result. The complex-analytic compactification will be described in Section 3.
(4), (5) These follow from Theorem 5.1 of Rapoport [29], which identifies a formal neighborhood of ∂X in
X with a formal neighborhood in a “locally toric variety”, base-changed from Z to Q(µN ), whose connected
components are indexed by Cusps(Γ(N)). (4) follows immediately, while (5) can then be checked using
standard toric techniques.
Technically, in order to use results of [29], we ought to prove the compatibility of Lan’s compactifications
with Rapoport’s. We have not done this - however, it is not hard to see that ([29] Theorem 5.1) may be
proven for Lan’s compactifications, using an analog of ([12] Theorem 5.7 (5)) for Hilbert modular varieties.

3. Topology of toroidal compactifications
In this section, we will recall the analytic construction of the toroidal compactification X and describe
the topology of its boundary divisor ∂X. This compactification depends on a certain auxiliary choice Σ
for every cusp. We will focus on the connected component of ∂X corresponding to the standard cusp
∞ ∈ Cusps(Γ(N)), as the compactification at other cusps is similar. Abusing notation, we will denote this
connected component by ∂X.
Associated to the cusp at infinity, we have the following subgroups of Γ(N):
P (Z) =
{(∗ ∗
0 ∗
)
∈ Γ(N)
}
, T (Z) =
{(
u 0
0 u−1
)
∈ Γ(N)
}
, N(Z) =
{(
1 n
0 1
)
∈ Γ(N)
}
,
fitting into an exact sequence
0→ N(Z)→ P (Z)→ T (Z)→ 0.
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We will frequently identify N(Z) and T (Z) with the subgroups {n ∈ OF | n ≡ 0 mod NO} ⊂ OF and
{u ∈ O∗F | u ≡ 1 mod NO} ⊂ O∗F , respectively.
3.1. Toric varieties. Let VZ := N(Z) ⊂ OF , VR = N(Z)⊗R = OF ⊗R ∼= Rd. Let V+ ⊂ VR correspond to
Rd+ ⊂ Rd. The group T (Z) acts on VZ, preserving the cone C := V+ ∪ {0} ⊂ VR, via
(
u 0
0 u−1
)
7→ (u2) ∈
O∗>0 ⊂ (R+)d.
We consider a T (Z)-invariant fan Σ on VZ, such that Σ/T (Z) is finite and C =
⋃
σ∈Σ σ. Moreover, we
assume that the fan Σ is smooth. We let σ0 denote the cone {0} ⊂ C.
Remark 3.1. Such Σ corresponds to a T (Z)-admissible smooth rational polyhedral cone decomposition of
C ([1], Ch. 2, Defn. 4.10), ([23], Defn. 6.1.1.14). Without the smoothness condition, such Σ exists by the
results of ([1], Ch. 2). That Σ may be assumed to be smooth is shown in ([1], Ch. 3, Cor. 7.6).
Lemma 3.2. T (Z) acts freely on Σ− σ0.
Proof. The group T (Z) acts freely and properly discontinuously on the hyperbola
V N=1+ = {(y1, . . . , yd) ∈ Rd>0 ∼= V+ |
∏
yi = 1}
by Dirichlet’s unit theorem. The proper discontinuity implies that, for any compact set K ⊂ V N=1+ , the set
{g ∈ T (Z) | g(K) ∩K 6= ∅} is finite. In particular, for K 6= ∅, the subset {g ∈ T (Z) | g(K) = K} is a finite
subgroup of T (Z), hence trivial as T (Z) is torsion-free.
As σ ∩ V N=1+ is compact (and non-empty, by the assumption σ 6= σ0), this implies that the collection of
g ∈ T (Z) such that g · (σ∩V N=1+ )∩ (σ∩V N=1+ ) is non-zero is finite. In particular, the stabilizer of σ in T (Z)
is trivial. 
Associated to the data (VZ,Σ) is a toric variety WΣ
2, equipped with an action of the group T (Z). As a
toric variety, WΣ has an action of the algebraic torus T
′ with cocharacter lattice VZ, as well as a basepoint
e ∈WΣ whose T ′-orbit is Zariski dense in WΣ3. Thus there is a canonical embedding T ′ ⊂WΣ whose image
is Zariski dense. Passing to complex-analytic spaces, we obtain an embedding
Cd/N(Z) ⊂WΣ(C).
Note that Cd/N(Z) is dense in WΣ(C), and that, as the fan Σ is smooth, WΣ(C) is a complex manifold.
Consider Hd/N(Z) ⊂ Cd/N(Z) ⊂ WΣ(C). There is a map N : Cd/N(Z) → R, given by (z1, . . . , zd) 7→∏
yi, for yi = Im(zi). We define
S˜ := Hd/N(Z)−N−1(0) ∩Hd/N(Z),
where all closures are taken inside of WΣ(C). The map N extends to a map N : S˜ → (0,∞]. We will use
superscripts to denote the intersection of various sets with the preimages of intervals and points along N ,
e.g. S˜(
−1,∞) = S˜ ∩N−1((−1,∞)).
We state some facts describing how S˜/T (Z) is glued to Y (C) in the construction of X(C):
Theorem 3.3.
(1) S˜ is an open submanifold of WΣ(C), hence a complex manifold.
(2) The group T (Z) acts freely and properly discontinuously on S˜, with quotient S := S˜/T (Z), and N
descends to a map N : S → (0,∞].
(3) For  > 0 small enough, the map S(
−1,∞) ⊂ Hd/P (Z) Hd/Γ(N) is an embedding.
(4) For  > 0 small enough, there is an embedding S(
−1,∞] ↪→ X(C) extending the embedding of (3),
identifying S(
−1,∞] with an open neighborhood of ∂X(C).
(5) S∞ = ∩→0S(−1,∞] = ∂X(C).
(6) S(
−1,∞] has a strong deformation retract to ∂X(C), as does S[−1,∞].
2As the fan Σ is not finite, WΣ is not of finite type over C, so “variety” is a misnomer. However, as it is locally of finite
type, we need not worry much about this distinction.
3Our convention for toric varieties is that, if v ∈ C∩VZ, then limt→∞ v(t) ·e exists in WΣ(C). This choice is not the standard
one, but is convenient for our notation.
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Proof. (1), (3)-(5) follow easily from the construction of analytic toroidal compactifications of Hilbert mod-
ular varieties, see ([1], Ch. 3.1).
(2) The orbits of Cd/N(Z) on WΣ(C) are in bijection with Σ, compatible with the action of T (Z). As
T (Z) acts freely on Σ − σ0, T (Z) acts freely and properly discontinuously on WΣ(C) − Cd/N(Z), hence on
S˜ − Hd/N(Z). The group T (Z) acts freely and properly discontinuously on Hd/N(Z) as well (similarly to
Lemma 3.2, this follows from Dirichlet’s unit theorem.).
(6) We use the fact that ∂X(C) ⊂ X(C) is a strong neighborhood deformation retract. This follows from
the following two results:
Theorem 3.4 ([24]). Let Z be a closed analytic subset of a complex analytic space X. Then (X,Z) is a
CW pair.
Lemma 3.5 ([35], pg. 105). Closed (Hurewicz) cofibrations Z ↪→ M are strong neighborhood deformation
retracts: there exists a function φ : M → [0, 1] such that Z = φ−1(0), U = φ−1([0, 1)) is open in M , and Z
is a strong deformation retract of U .
Note that CW pairs are closed Hurewicz cofibrations.
There is also a strong deformation retract of S[1,∞] to S[t,∞], t > 1. By (5), for t large enough, S[t,∞]
is contained in the neighborhood U which has a strong deformation retract to ∂X(C). Composing these
deformation retracts gives the result.

3.2. Topology of real points. We define S˜R to be the closure of (iR>0)d ⊂ Hd/N(Z) ⊂ S˜ inside S˜, and
define SR := S˜R/T (Z). We want to understand the topology of SR and relate this to the topology of S.
Let σ be a top-dimensional cone of Σ, with σ ∩ VZ generated by v1, . . . , vd. Define
Cσ = {
∑
tivi | ti ∈ [0, 1] for i = 1, . . . , d} ⊂ VR
C ′σ = {
∑
tivi | ti ∈ [0, 1] for i = 1, . . . , d, tj = 1 for some j }.
We consider the subspace (∪dimσ=dCσ)− {0} ⊂ VR.
Proposition 3.6.
(1) There is a homeomorphism (∪dimσ=dCσ)− {0} ∼= S˜R.
(2) This homeomorphism identifies S˜∞R with ∪dimσ=dC ′σ.
(3) The pair (S˜R, S˜∞R ) is homeomorphic to the pair ((0, 1]× Rd−1, {1} × Rd−1).
Proof. (1) We only sketch the proof, as the details are tedious. For any σ ∈ Σ, we have a toric chart
Uσ ⊂WΣ. As the fan Σ is smooth, if dimσ = d then Uσ ∼= Ad, canonically up to permuting the coordinates.
If we order the generators v1, . . . , vd of σ ∩ VZ, then the isomorphism Ad ∼= Uσ is canonical. Therefore we
have a cube Zσ := [0, 1]
d ⊂ Ad(C) ∼= Uσ(C) ⊂Wσ(C).
The map is given by sending Cσ ∼= [0, 1]d to Zσ ∼= [0, 1]d, via the map sending x 7→ 1 − x on each factor
of [0, 1]d, ordering these coordinates by the same choice of generators of σ ∩ VZ. The facts that
(i) these maps Cσ →WΣ(C) glue into a map (∪dimσ=dCσ)→WΣ(C),
(ii) the map (∪dimσ=dCσ)− {0} →WΣ(C) is a homeomorphism onto its image,
(iii) the image of this map is S˜R,
are a combinatorial exercise.
(2) follows easily from the description of (1).
(3) follows from (2) by scaling ∪dimσ=dC ′σ onto the hyperbola V N=1+ ⊂ VR. 
Corollary 3.7. The inclusions S1R, S
∞
R ⊂ S[1,∞]R are weak homotopy equivalences.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 (2), the map S˜R → SR is a covering space map. Applying Proposition 3.6, we find
that the spaces S1R, S
∞
R , S
[1,∞]
R all have contractible universal covers S˜
1
R, S˜
∞
R , S˜
[1,∞]
R , and the inclusions
induce an isomorphism of their fundamental groups. 
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Toric varieties can be evaluated on the non-negative real numbers R≥0 ⊂ C (see [8], 12.2). We have
WΣ(R≥0) ⊂WΣ(C), and maps
p : WΣ(C)WΣ(R≥0), s : WΣ(R≥0) ↪→WΣ(C),
satisfying p◦s = id, where s is the natural inclusion and p is the quotient by the action of (S1)d ∼= N(R)/N(Z),
the maximal compact subgroup of the torus Cd/N(Z). These maps are constructed in a more general setting
in ([8], 12.2). Concretely, these maps are the continuous extensions of maps ImP: Cd/N(Z)  (iR)d and
(iR)d ⊂ Cd/N(Z).
The intersection WΣ(R≥0) ∩ S˜ equals S˜R. Thus the maps p and s restrict/descend to maps
p : S  SR, s : SR ↪→ S.
Moreover, these maps are compatible with the maps N : S → (0,∞], N : SR → (0,∞] in the obvious way.
Thus we obtain maps
p : S∞  S∞R , s : S∞R ↪→ S∞.
3.2.1. A CW-structure on S∞R . We put a CW structure on S
∞
R as follows.
The orbits of Cd/N(Z) on S˜∞ are in bijection with Σ−σ0. Moreover, the closure of the orbit associated to
σ is a toric variety we will denote Wσ. Standard toric techniques show that Wσ is the toric variety associated
to a smooth, proper fan Σσ on Vσ := VZ/(spanR σ ∩ VZ). Defining Dσ := Wσ(R≥0), we find:
Lemma 3.8.
(1) Dσ is homeomorphic to a closed disk of dimension dimDσ = d− dimσ.
(2) S˜∞R is a CW complex with cells Dσ, σ ∈ Σ− σ0.
Proof. (1) The claim about dimension is clear, as each torus orbit is of the form (C∗)d−dimσ, with positive
real points (R≥0)d−dimσ.
That Dσ is homeomorphic to a closed disk follows from the theory of the moment map for proper toric
varieties, see ([16] 4.1), where Wσ(C)/(S1)d is identified with a compact convex polytope, the dual polytope.
However, an alternate proof follows from the same construction used to prove Proposition 3.6 using the fact
that for the proper fan Σσ, Vσ,R = ∪σ′∈Σσσ′.
(2) follows from the following easy facts:
(i)
⋃
σ∈Σ−σ0 intDσ = S˜
∞
R is a (set-theoretic) disjoint union,
(ii) ∂Dσ =
⋃
σ⊂σ′ intDσ′ .

Taking the quotient of S˜∞R by T (Z), we obtain:
Proposition 3.9.
(1) S∞R is a CW complex with cells Dσ, for σ ∈ (Σ− σ0)/T (Z).
(2) The preimage p−1(Dσ) ⊂ S∞ is (the C-points of) the proper smooth toric variety Wσ.
(3) The subvarieties Wσ, dimσ = 1, are the irreducible components of ∂XC.
(4) The map s∗ : pi1(S∞R )→ pi1(S∞) is an isomorphism.
Proof. (1), (2), (3) follow easily from Lemma 3.8 and the fact that, by Lemma 3.2, T (Z) acts freely on Σ−σ0.
(4) The fiber of p over Dσ is identified with the compact torus Tσ :=
VR
spanR(σ)+VZ
. It is possible to make
Tσ into a CW complex such that the maps Tσ  Tσ′ , for σ ⊂ σ′, are cellular (see [13]). This makes S∞ a
CW complex whose cells are products of Dσ with a cell of Tσ.
Since s is a section of p, the map s∗ : pi1(S∞R ) → pi1(S∞) is a split injection. But the only 1-cells in S∞
are of the form Dσ, which is a cell of S
∞
R . Therefore s∗ is also surjective. 
Corollary 3.10.
(1) pi1(S
(−1,∞)) = P (Z),
(2) pi1(S
(−1,∞]) = T (Z).
Proof. (1) is clear.
(2) follows from pi1(S
∞
R )
∼= pi1(S∞) ∼= pi1(S(−1,∞]), where the first isomorphism follows from Proposition
3.9, and the second follows from the homotopy equivalence S∞ ⊂ S(−1,∞]. 
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Proposition 3.9, or more precisely its proof, has the following consequence which is essential for us:
Corollary 3.11. Let u ∈ H1(∂X(C),Z). There exists a “circle of P1’s” mapping to ∂X,
Z = (
∐
i∈Z/nZ
P1)/(∞i = 0i+1)→ ∂X,
such that u is in the image of H1(Z(C))→ H1(∂X(C)).
Proof. We use the CW structure on ∂X(C) described in Proposition 3.9. We lift u ∈ H1(∂X(C),Z) to
u ∈ pi1(∂X(C), x) for some 0-cell x ∈ ∂X(C). Every element u ∈ pi1(∂X(C), x) is represented by a loop of
the form
⋃
i∈Z/nZDσi for some 1-cells Dσi ∼= [0,∞] (choosing orientations on the Dσi correctly), such that
∂0Dσi = ∂∞Dσi−1 for all i ∈ Z/nZ. The preimage p−1(Dσ) is (the C-points of) a proper 1-dimensional toric
variety, hence is isomorphic to P1, identifying Dσi with [0,∞] ⊂ P1(C). Therefore the loop u is in the image
of a map (
∐
i∈Z/nZ P1)/(∞i = 0i+1)→ ∂X(C). 
4. Eisenstein cohomology
In this section, we describe the Eisenstein cohomology of Hd/SL2(OF ). In Section 4.1 we will discuss
certain line-bundles on the variety YF defined over F . In the remainder of the section, we will only need the
complex variety YC. Our goal is to describe the Eisenstein series which contribute to the singular cohomology
of Y (C), and relate their periods to mixed Hodge theory.
4.1. Hodge line-bundles. In this section, we let Y denote the variety Y (N), defined over L := F (µN ), as
in Theorem 2.2. We fix an embedding L ↪→ C, so that we may consider the C-points/analytification of the
variety YL.
4.1.1. Moduli-theoretic definition. We recall the definition of the Hodge bundles in terms of the Hilbert-
Blumenthal moduli (see Section 2.2).
Consider the Hodge bundle ω := e∗Ω1A/Y on Y , where A → Y is the universal abelian scheme and
e : Y → A is the identity section. Consider a F -algebra S, and suppose A/S is an abelian scheme of relative
dimension d, with real multiplication by OF . The Galois automorphisms {σ1, . . . , σd} = Gal(F/Q) give maps
σi : OF → F . The eigenspace decomposition for the action of OF on ωS defines ωS = ⊕Li for line-bundles
Li on S, with OF acting via σi on Li. In particular, ω = ⊕iLi over YL.
The analytification Lani has a canonical section on the universal cover Hd of Y an, described as follows: an
abelian variety Aτ = (OF ⊗C)/(OF +τOF ) over C has e∗Ω1Aτ/C = HomC(OF ⊗ZC,C) = HomC(Rd⊗RC,C),
and αi := e
∗(dwi) is the dual basis element to the i-th coordinate (where wi is the i-th coordinate map
OF ⊗ C → C. We write αi := e∗(dwi), and will not refer to the coordinates on A again. Holomorphic
sections of Lani pull back to Γ(N)-invariant sections f(z)αi with f(z) a holomorphic function on Hd.
The section αi transforms as g
∗(αi) = (cizi + di)−1αi under the action of G(R) = SL2(R)d on Hd =
{(z1, . . . , zd)}. Via this action, the Lie algebra g = LieG(R) acts on the C∞-sections of Lani .
The line-bundles Li have a canonical extension (see [12], VI.4) to line-bundles Li on X. This comes from
the fact that there is a semi-abelian scheme A → X with real multiplication by OF such that e∗Ω1A/X is a
rank d-vector bundle on X, which can be decomposed into eigenspaces exactly as we did for A/Y . Near the
cusp ∞, there is an alternate description in terms of n = LieN(R)-invariant sections of Li (loc. cit.). By
invariant, we mean those sections on which n acts as zero. Identifying n = ⊕R · ∂∂xi , with xi = Re(zi), n acts
on a section f(z)αi of Lani by taking derivatives of the function f(z), as αi is N(R)-invariant. Then
Lian(U) = O(U) · Lani (U − (∂X ∩ U))n ⊂ Lani (U − (∂X ∩ U)).
4.1.2. Restriction to the boundary. We consider the restriction Li|∂X . We will show the following result:
Proposition 4.1.
(1) The analytification of Li|∂X is the scalar extension of a rank 1 C-local system on ∂X(C), corre-
sponding to a representation ρi : pi1(∂X(C))→ C∗.
(2) Via the isomorphism pi1(∂X(C)) ∼= T (Z), the representation ρi is equal to
T (Z) ⊂ O∗F σi→ L∗ ⊂ C∗.
We have some preparatory lemmas.
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Lemma 4.2.
(1) Near any point on ∂X, the section αi is a non-vanishing section of the analytic line-bundle Lian.
(2) The line-bundle Li is trivial when restricted to any irreducible component of ∂X.
Proof. (1) For any U ⊂ Y , it is easy to that Li(U)an,n ⊂ Cαi, and that for any open set U with trivial
fundamental group, they are equal. For αi is n-invariant, and if we had 2 n-invariant sections, their ratio
f would be an n-invariant meromorphic function. At any point where f is holomorphic, this implies that
∂f/∂xi = 0 for i = 1, . . . , d, which implies that f is constant.
(2) The section αi of Lian, while not globally defined, is defined on any irreducible component of ∂X. For
these irreducible components are simply connected, by the following remark, and hence an open neighborhood
of them in X(C) is as well. 
Remark 4.3. Note that the irreducible components of ∂XL are proper toric varieties by Proposition 3.9.
This implies that their complex points are simply-connected ([16], 3.2).
For a variety Z over L, let Pic0(Z) denote the group of line-bundles on Z whose restriction to each
irreducible component of Z is trivial.
Lemma 4.4. Let Z be a proper variety over a field L ⊂ C. Suppose that:
(1) the irreducible components Zi of Z are normal and geometrically irreducible,
(2) the intersections Zi ∩ Zj, Zi ∩ Zj ∩ Zk, etc., of distinct irreducible components are transverse (i.e.
the scheme-theoretic intersection is reduced),
(3) the connected components of each Zi ∩ Zj are geometrically connected.
Then
Pic0(Z) ∼= ker(H1(Z(C), L∗)→ ⊕iH1(Zi(C), L∗)).
In particular, every line-bundle in Pic0(Z) is the scalar extension of a rank 1 L-local system on Z(C),
corresponding to a representation pi1(Z(C))→ L∗.
Proof. Using the normalization map p : Z˜ → Z, we have an exact sequence
H0(Z˜,Gm)→ H0(Z, p∗(Gm)/Gm)→ H1(Z,Gm)→ H1(Z˜,Gm).
By the assumption that the irreducible components are themselves normal, Z˜ ∼= ∐Zi, and so H1(Z˜,Gm) =
⊕i Pic(Zi). This implies
ker(Pic(Z)(L)→ ⊕i Pic(Zi)(L)) = H0(Z, p∗(Gm)/Gm)/H0(Z˜,Gm).(2)
A similar argument for the constant sheaf L∗ in the classical topology gives
ker(H1(Z(C), L∗)→ ⊕iH1(Zi(C), L∗)) = H0(Z(C), p∗(L∗)/L∗)/H0(Z˜(C), L∗).(3)
Let φi : Zi ↪→ Z, φij : Zi ∩ Zj ↪→ Z, etc., denote the inclusions of irreducible components and their
intersections.
Claim 4.5. There is an exact sequence of sheaves
0→ Gm → ⊕iφi,∗Gm → ⊕i,jφij,∗Gm → ⊕i,j,kφijk,∗Gm → . . . .
Proof. Via the inclusion Gm = O∗Z ⊂ OZ , it is not hard to see that it suffices check the analogous statement
for the structure sheaf OZ . This follows easily from the exactness of the sequences
0→ OZ → ⊕iOZi → ⊕i,jOZi∩Zj ,
OZi → ⊕jOZi∩Zj → ⊕j,kOZi∩Zj∩Zk
etc.

Rewriting the first few terms as
0→ p∗(Gm)/Gm → ⊕i<jφij,∗Gm → ⊕i<j<kφijk,∗Gm
and taking global sections gives an exact sequence
0→ H0(Z, p∗(Gm)/Gm)→ ⊕i<jH0(Zi ∩ Zj ,Gm)→ ⊕i<j<kH0(Zi ∩ Zj ∩ Zk,Gm).
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As Zi ∩Zj is proper, reduced, and its connected components are geometrically connected, we have H0(Zi ∩
Zj ,Gm) = ⊕pi0(Zi∩Zj)L∗. Comparing to a similar exact sequence for the constant sheaf L∗ in the classical
topology, the inclusion L∗ ⊂ C∗ ⊂ Ganm induces isomorphisms
H0(Z, p∗(Gm)/Gm) ∼= H0(Zan, p∗(Ganm )/Ganm ) ∼= H0(Z(C), p∗(L∗)/L∗),
and hence, as H0(Z˜,Gm) ∼= H0(Z˜(C), L∗), an isomorphism
H0(Z, p∗(Gm)/Gm)/H0(Z˜,Gm) = H0(Z(C), p∗(L∗)/L∗)/H0(Z˜(C), L∗).(4)
Combining (2), (3), (4) gives the result.

We now prove Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Prop. 4.1. (1) The variety Z = ∂X satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4: it satisfies hypotheses
(1) and (3) by Proposition 2.4 (6). It satisfies hypothesis (2) by the fact that ∂X ⊂ X is a NCD. As the
irreducible components of ∂X are simply-connected (by the remark after 4.2), we obtain
Pic0(∂X)(L) ∼= H1(∂X(C), L∗) = Hom(T (Z), L∗),
and that the line-bundle Li|∂X is a scalar extension of a rank 1 local system on ∂X(C) corresponding to a
representation ρi : pi1(∂X(C))→ GL1(L).
(2) It is not hard to see what this representation ρi is. Applying Corollary 3.10, we see that pi1(∂X(C)) ∼=
T (Z), compatible with the action of T (Z) ⊂ SL2(O) on Hd. For g =
(
u 0
0 u−1
)
∈ T (Z), we have g∗(αi) =
σi(u)αi. We conclude that the element Li|∂X ∈ Pic0(∂X)(L) corresponds to the map
T (Z) ⊂ O∗F
σi
↪→ F ∗ ⊂ L∗.

4.1.3. Chern classes and volumes. Consider the differential forms ωi =
dzi∧dzi
y2i
, i = 1, . . . , d, on Y (C).
Lemma 4.6. The line-bundle Li,C on YC satisfies
[ωi] = c1(Li) ∈ H2(Y (C),Q(1)).
Proof. It is clear from looking at transition functions that (L⊗2i )an is isomorphic to the line-bundle of
holomorphic 1-forms which, when pulled back to Hd, are of the form f(z)dzi. For sections s1 = f(z)dzi, s2 =
g(z)dzi, we define (s1, s2) :=
s1∧s2
ωi
. This defines a Hermitian metric on (L⊗2i )an. Locally, we have the form
dzi, with (dzi, dzi) = |yi|2. The curvature 2-form of the Chern connection associated to this Hermitian
metric is then ∂∂ log(dzi, dzi) = ∂∂ log |yi|2 = 2dzi∧dziy2 . We obtain c1(L⊗2i ) = 2[ωi]. 
We also consider the Chern classes of the canonical extensions Li, c1(Li) ∈ H2(X(C),Q(1)). As Li|∂X is
the scalar extension of a local system (Proposition 4.1), and the Chern classes of local systems are well-known
to be trivial in singular cohomology with Q-coefficients, we find:
Corollary 4.7.
c1(Li) ∈ ker(H2(X(C),Q(1))→ H2(∂X(C),Q(1))).
We will also need the following consequence of the Hirzebruch-Mumford Proportionality theorem and
Siegel’s computation of the volume of Hd/SL2(OF ):
Theorem 4.8 ([26], [32]). We have∫
X(N)
c1(L1) ∪ · · · ∪ c1(Ld) =
∫
Y (N)
ω1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωd =
{
2|ζF (−1)|(2pii)d for N = 1
|ζF (−1)| · |SL2(O/NO)|(2pii)d for N ≥ 3
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We denote this quantity by vol(Y (N)).
Let H2(X)univ denote the subspace of H
2(X,C) spanned by the classes ωi := c1(Li). The cup-products
of these Chern classes given an embedding
∧∗H2(X,C)univ ↪→ H∗(X,C),
and we denote this subspace as H∗(X)univ. This defines the universal cohomology of X. We have already
seen that H∗(X)univ is contained in ker(H∗(X,C)→ H∗(∂X,C)). The image of H∗(X)univ ↪→ H∗(X,C)→
H∗(Y,C) defines a subspace H∗(Y )univ.
Lemma 4.9. The map H∗(X)univ → H∗(Y )univ is an isomorphism, except in degree 2d, where H2d(X)univ =
C, H2d(Y )univ = 0.
Proof. In ([14], Ch. 3), a similar result is shown for the cup-products of the classes [ωi] ∈ H2(Y,C). We
then use the identification of c1(Li)|Y = c1(Li) = [ωi]. 
By the SL2(O)-invariance of the forms ωi, the subspace H∗(Y )univ is actually pulled back from a subspace
of H∗(Hd/SL2(O)), which we similarly denote H∗(Hd/SL2(O))univ.
4.2. Eisenstein series in de Rham cohomology. In this section, let Y = Hd/SL2(O). By a differential
form on Y , we will mean an SL2(O)-invariant differential form on Hd.
We first recall the computation of H∗(Hd/P (Z),C), for
P (Z) =
{(∗ ∗
0 ∗
)
∈ SL2(O)
}
the parabolic subgroup corresponding to the cusp ∞ ∈ P1(F )/SL(O). We have an exact sequence
0→ N(Z)→ P (Z)→ T (Z)→ 0,
with N(Z) =
{(
1 ∗
0 1
)
∈ SL2(O)
}
, T (Z) =
{(∗ 0
0 ∗
)
∈ SL2(O)
}
. To a subset J = {j1, . . . , jk} ⊂ [d] :=
{1, . . . , d}, we associate two differential forms on Hd:
dzJ = dzj1 ∧ · · · ∧ dzjk ,
dyJ
yJ
=
dyj1
yj1
∧ · · · ∧ dyjk
yjk
.
Proposition 4.10 ([14], Ch. 3). The differential forms
dyJ
yJ
, dz[d] ∧ dyJ
yJ
for J ⊂ [d− 1]
are closed and P (Z)-invariant, descending to closed forms on Hd/P (Z). Their cohomology classes form
a basis of ⊕2d−1i=0 Hi(Hd/P (Z),C). In particular, the basis elements living in degrees d ≤ i ≤ 2d− 1 are
[dz[d] ∧ dyJyJ ], for J ⊂ [d− 1], and
dimHi(Hd/P (Z)) =
(
d− 1
i− d
)
.
Note that Hd/P (Z) deformation-retracts to
(Hd/P (Z))N=1 := {z ∈ Hd | N(y) = y1 · · · yd = 1}/P (Z),
a closed, orientable (2d − 1)-manifold. In particular, this implies that d(y1···yd)y1···yd is exact. This necessitates
the restriction to J ⊂ [d− 1], as opposed to J ⊂ [d], in 4.10.
The space E := (Hd/P (Z))N=1 is a fiber bundle over B := T (R)N=1/T (Z) with fiber F := N(R)/N(Z).
We have a map p : E → B given by z = x+ iy 7→ y, with a section s : B → E given by y 7→ iy.
Lemma 4.11. For 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, the map s∗ : Hi(B,Q)→ Hi(E,Q) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since p∗ ◦ s∗ = id, the map s∗ is injective. Use the Poincare duality isomorphism
Hi((Hd/P (Z))N=1)
PD∼= H2d−1−i((Hd/P (Z))N=1)
and 4.10 to see that
dimQHi(Rd−1/T (Z)) = dimQHi((Hd/P (Z))N=1,Q).

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We want to define, for 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 2, sections Eis : Hd+k(Hd/P (Z),C)→ Hd+k(Y,C). By Theorem 4.10,
it suffices to find, for all J ⊂ [d− 1], |J | = k, a closed, Γ-invariant differential (d+ k)-form whose restriction
to Hd/P (Z) is cohomologous to dz[d] ∧ dzJyJ . If we average the form dz[d] ∧ dzJyJ over P (Z)\SL2(O), we obtain
an Eisenstein series
EJ :=
∑
γ∈P (Z)\SL2(O)
γ∗(dz[d] ∧ dzJ
yJ
)
=
 ∑
(c,d)∈(O)2/O∗,(c,d)=1
∏
i/∈J
1
(cizi + di)2
·
∏
i∈J
1
|cizi + di|2
 dz[d] ∧ dzJ
yJ
.
However, this summation does not absolutely converge. Following ([14], Ch. 3), we actually define these
forms via “Hecke-summation”:
EJ := lim
s→0+
∑
(c,d)∈(O)2/O∗,(c,d)=1
1
|N(cz + d)|s
·
∏
i/∈J
1
(cizi + di)2
·
∏
i∈J
1
|cizi + di|2 dz[d] ∧
dzJ
yJ
.
Theorem 4.12 ([14], Ch. 3). (1) For 0 ≤ |J | ≤ d− 1, the differential form EJ is SL2(O)-invariant.
(2) For 0 ≤ |J | ≤ d− 1, the restriction of EJ to (Hd/P (Z))N=1 is closed, cohomologous to
dz[d] ∧ dzJ
yJ
∈ Hd+|J|(Hd/P (Z),C).
(3) For 0 ≤ |J | ≤ d− 2, the differential form EJ is closed.
Fix 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 2. We define the map
Eis : Hd+k(Hd/P (Z),C)→ Hd+k(Y,C)
by
[dz[d] ∧ dzJ
yJ
] 7→ [EJ ]
for J ⊂ [d−1], |J | = k. Theorem 4.12 implies that Eis is a section of i∗∞ : Hd+k(Y,C)→ Hd+k(Hd/P (Z),C).
Remark 4.13. At the level of forms, this section Eis is a bit ad-hoc, as we singled out the subset [d− 1] ⊂ [d]
in order to choose a basis of Hd+k(Hd/P (Z)). However, in Section 4.4 we will characterize Eis by its behavior
with respect to Hecke operators and the Hodge filtration.
4.3. Rationality of Eisenstein cohomology.
In this section, Y = Hd/SL2(OF ). We define the Eisenstein cohomology :
H∗(Y )Eis := H∗(Y )univ ⊕ im(Eis) ⊂ H∗(Y,C).
Remark 4.14. This does not agree with Harder’s notion of Eisenstein cohomology, as we will see in Section
9.
There is also a subspace Hd(Y )cusp ⊂ Hd(Y ), defined via cusp-forms ([14], Ch. 3). We let Hi(Y )cusp = 0
for i 6= d.
All cohomology is either cuspidal or Eisenstein:
Theorem 4.15 ([14], Ch. 3).
H∗(Y ) = H∗(Y )Eis ⊕H∗(Y )cusp.
These subspaces are distinguished by their eigenvalues under the action of the spherical Hecke algebra T:
Proposition 4.16. The Hecke operator Tp, for p a prime of OF , acts on H∗(Y )Eis as multiplication by
1 +N(p). On H∗(Y )cusp, Tp is diagonalizable, with eigenvalues α of absolute value |α| < 1 +N(p).
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Proof. We only give a sketch, as this is well-known. The proof is essentally the same as for modular curves.
The Hecke operator Tp acts as 1+N(p) on H
∗(Y )univ using the fact that the forms ωi on Hd are SL2(R)d-
invariant.
The Eisenstein series EJ (4.2) satisfy TpEJ = (1 + N(p))EJ , as can be checked by direct computation
with their description in terms of summation. Another proof goes as follows: EJ is known to be a Hecke
eigenvector, with Hecke eigenvalues the same as the holomorphic Eisenstein series in degree d. These can be
read off from its Fourier expansion, which can be computed via Poisson summation:
−ζF (−1)/2d +
∑
α∈d−1,α0
σ1(αd)q
α,
with σ1(I) =
∑
J|I N(J) the sum over the norms of ideals J dividing I ⊂ OF . Note σ1(p) = 1 +N(p).
Using the Poincare inner product on cusp forms, for which the operators Tp are self-adjoint, we find
that Tp acts diagonalizably on H
d(Y )cusp. The holomorphic cusp forms, by the density of SL2(OF [1/p]) ⊂
SL2(F ⊗R) and a maximum principle argument, satisfy the desired eigenvalue bounds. The space Hd(Y )cusp
is spanned by the “partial complex conjugates” of holomorphic cusp forms (see Section 7.4). These are
the automorphic forms which are the orbit of a holomorphic cusp form under the action of pi0(GL2(F ⊗
R)) ∼= (Z/2Z)d. The action of pi0(GL2(F ⊗ R)) arises from considering automorphic forms as functions on
(Z(AF )GL2(F ))\(GL2(AfF )×GL2(F ⊗R)). In particular, the action of pi0(GL2(F ⊗R)) commutes with all
Hecke operators at finite places. 
As the Hecke operators act on the rational cohomology H∗(Y,Q), we obtain:
Corollary 4.17. The subspaces Hd(Y )cusp and H
d(Y )Eis are defined over Q, giving a decomposition
Hd(Y,Q) = Hd(Y,Q)cusp ⊕Hd(Y,Q)Eis.
This leads to an alternate definition of H∗(Y,Q)Eis:
Corollary 4.18. H∗(Y,Q)Eis is the summand of H∗(Y,Q) given by localizing at the ideal IEis ⊂ T generated
by Tp − (1 +N(p)) for all primes p ⊂ O.
Remark 4.19. When we work with auxiliary level Γ(N), we will define H∗(Hd/Γ(N),Q)Eis by the localization
at the ideal generated by Tp − (1 + N(p)) for all primes p coprime to N . The analogs of the above results
hold in this setting.
The subspace H∗(Y )univ descends to a Q-subspace H∗(Y,Q)univ ⊂ H∗(Y,Q)Eis. However, the subspace
im(Eis) ⊂ H∗(Y )Eis need not be defined over Q. Define
H∗(Y,Q)∂ := H∗(Y,Q)Eis/H∗(Y,Q)univ,
so that we have a short exact sequence
0→ H∗(Y,Q)univ → H∗(Y,Q)Eis → H∗(Y,Q)∂ → 0.
For 0 ≤ k ≤ d−1, t here is an injection Hd+k(Y,Q)∂ ⊂ Hd+k(Hd/P (Z),Q), an isomorphism for 0 ≤ k ≤ d−2.
We may consider the section Eis as a map Eis : Hd+k(Y,Q)∂ → Hd+k(Y,C)Eis.
4.4. Hodge filtration of Eisenstein series. Let Y = Hd/Γ(N) for the moment.
Since Y is a smooth algebraic variety over C and X − Y = ∂X is a simple normal crossing divisor,
Deligne’s mixed Hodge structure [9] on H∗(Y,Q) is defined via the logarithmic holomorphic de Rham complex
Ω∗X(log ∂X), and the fact that its hypercohomology Hi(X,Ω∗X(log ∂X)) computes Hi(Y,C).
Rational structure: H∗(Y,Q) ⊂ H∗(Y,C)
Weight filtration: We will not recall the definition of the weight filtration. We will only need the fact
that there is an increasing filtration W∗,Q on Hi(Y,Q), such that Wj,QHi(Y,Q) = Hi(Y,Q) for j ≥ 2d.
Hodge filtration: We have a filtration on the complex:
Filp(Ωp
′
X(log ∂X)) =
{
0 if p′ < p,
Ωp
′
X(log ∂X) if p ≥ p.
This induces a descreasing filtration Filp on Hi(Y,C), via
FilpHi(Y,C) := im(Hi(FilpΩp
′
X(log ∂X))→ Hi(Ωp
′
X(log ∂X))).
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Following Ziegler ([14] Ch. 3), we resolve Ω∗X(log ∂X) (as a sheaf in the classical topology) by the double
complex of acyclic sheaves
Ω∗X(log ∂X)⊗OX A0,∗X .
Here, A0,qX is the sheaf of C
∞ differential forms of Hodge type (0, q). We denote the total complex by
AnX(log ∂X) :=
∑
p+q=n
ΩpX(log ∂X)⊗OX A0,qX .
Lemma 4.20 ([14] Ch. 3, [27]). The inclusion A∗X(log ∂X) ⊂ A∗Y is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of
sheaves. The filtration Fil∗ on AiX(log ∂X) computes the filtration Fil
∗ on Hi(Y,C).
Proposition 4.21. Let 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 2. The image of
Eis : Hd+k(Hd/SL2(O),C)∂ → Hd+k(Hd/SL2(OF ),C)Eis
is contained in
(Fild ∩W2d,C)Hd+k(Hd/SL2(OF ),C) = FildHd+k(Hd/SL2(OF ),C).
Proof. As the map H∗(Hd/SL2(OF ),Q)→ H∗(Hd/Γ(N),Q) is injective and compatible with mixed Hodge
structures, it suffices to check this on the smooth complex variety Y = Hd/Γ(N). We will study the behavior
of the Eisenstein series EJ near the cusp∞ ∈ Cusps(Γ(N)), corresponding to the connected component ∂X∞
of ∂X = X − Y . Due to its SL2(O/NO)-invariance, the form EJ will have the same behavior at all cusps.
As noted above, it is a general fact that W2dH
i(Y,Q) = Hi(Y,Q). Thus we only need to check that the
forms EJ defined in Section 4.2 are contained in Fil
dHd+|J|(Y,C). Write the Eisenstein series as
EJ = FJdz[d] ∧ dzJ
yJ
,
for some J ⊂ [d].
We first check that the form EJ ∈ ΩdY ⊗OY A0,|J|Y is in fact contained in ΩdX(log ∂X)⊗OY A0,|J|Y . Observe
that near ∂X∞ (i.e. for N(y)→∞), EJ approaches dz[d] ∧ dzJyJ . The form dz[d], defined in a neighborhood
of ∂X∞, is contained in ΩdX(log ∂X). One way of seeing this is to note that Ω
d
X(log ∂X) is the canonical
extension of ΩdY , and to use the analytic description of canonical extensions described in Section 4.1.
If |J | = 0, we conclude that EJ ∈ Fild = ΩdX(log ∂X). However, for |J | > 0, the form dz[d] ∧ dzJyJ is not
contained in Fild = ΩdX(log ∂X) ⊗OX A0,|J|X . To see this, fix a point P ∈ ∂X∞, and consider a small open
U 3 P . The form dzJyJ is a multiple of the form dzJ ∈ A
0,|J|
U by a function
1
yJ
= (−2pi)
|J|
log |qJ | on U − (U ∩ ∂X)
which has a continuous extension to U . This extension is not a C∞ function!
To remedy this, we must show that the form EJ is cohomologous to a form contained in Fil
d. We do
this as follows. Using the Dolbeault resolution, we have a class [EJ ] ∈ H |J|(Y an,ΩdY ), the analytic coherent
cohomology. We must show that [EJ ] is in the image of
H |J|(Xan,ΩdX(log ∂X))→ H |J|(Y an,ΩdY ).
For if EJ ∈ ∂η + Fild for some η ∈ Ad,|J|Y , then it is also true that EJ ∈ dη + Fild, simply because ∂η = dη.
We reduce this to a question in a neighborhood of the boundary as follows. We cover X by open sets
U, V , where U = X − ∂X, V ⊃ ∂X.
Claim 4.22. To show that [EJ ] is in the image of
H |J|(Xan,ΩdX(log ∂X))→ H |J|(Y an,ΩdY ),
it suffices to show that [EJ |U∩V ] ∈ H |J|(U ∩ V,ΩdU∩V ) is in the image of H |J|(V,ΩdV (log ∂X))
Proof of claim. We give a Mayer-Vietoris argument. Let j : Y ↪→ X be the inclusion. As U∐V → X is a
cover of X, H∗(Y an,ΩdY ) = H
∗(Xan, j∗ΩdY ) is the cohomology of (the total complex of) the bi-complex
RΓ(U,ΩdU )⊕RΓ(V, j∗ΩdV−∂X)→ RΓ(U ∩ V,ΩdU∩V ),
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and H∗(Xan,ΩdX(log ∂X)) is the cohomology of the bi-complex
4
RΓ(U,ΩdU )⊕RΓ(V,ΩdV (log ∂X))→ RΓ(U ∩ V,ΩdU∩V ).
We have an element (EJ |U , EJ |V , 0) in the first bi-complex. By assumption, there exists a class α ∈
RΓ(V,Ωd(log ∂X)) so that α|U∩V − EJ |U∩V = dη. We find that, as elements in the first bi-complex,
(EJ |U , EJ |V , 0) is cohomologous to (EJ |U , α, η). The latter element is in the image of the second bi-
complex. 
For V small enough, pi0(V ) = pi0(∂X), and the above claim reduces us to a local question at each cusp.
Again, by SL2(O/NO)-invariance of EJ , it will suffice to study the cusp ∞.
Let V∞ be the neighborhood S(
−1,∞] of ∂X∞ defined in Theorem 3.3, for  sufficiently small. As
[EJ |U∩V∞ ] = [FJdz[d] ∧ dzJyJ ], and [FJdz[d]] ∈ H0(V∞,ΩdV (log ∂X)), it suffices to show that [dziyi ] ∈ H1(U ∩
V∞,OU∩V∞) is in the image of H1(V∞,OV∞). We have a commuting diagram
Hom(T (Z),C) H1(V∞,C) H1(V∞,OV∞)
Hom(P (Z),C) H1(U ∩ V∞,C) H1(U ∩ V,OU∩V∞),
noting that pi1(U ∩ V∞) = P (Z) and pi1(V∞) = T (Z) (Corollary 3.10). Thus it will suffice to show that
[dziyi ] ∈ H1(U ∩ V∞,OU∩V∞) equals the image of a homomorphism P (Z)→ C which factors through T (Z).
On sufficiently small open subsets of U∩V∞, we have dziyi = ∂(log yi), for some branch of log yi. As log yi is
a global function on the cover Hd/N(Z) of Hd/P (Z) ⊃ U ∩V∞, and
(
u n
0 u−1
)
(log yi)− log yi = 2 log σi(u),
we find that [dziyi ] is the image of the homomorphism φi : P (Z)→ C defined by φi(
(
u n
0 u−1
)
) := 2 log σi(u).

4.5. Mixed Hodge theory of Eisenstein cohomology. We now switch back to writing Y = Hd/SL2(OF ).
Recall that Q(d) denotes the mixed Hodge structure whose underlying abelian group is (2pii)dQ, and is
a pure Hodge structure of type (−d,−d). In the following proposition, we define/study the MHS on the
sequence
0→ Hd+k(Y,Q(d))univ → Hd+k(Y,Q(d))Eis → Hd+k(Y,Q(d))∂ → 0.
Proposition 4.23. Let 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 2.
(1) There is a Hecke-equivariant decomposition of MHS
Hd+k(Y,Q(d)) ∼= Hd+k(Y,Q(d))Eis ⊕Hd+k(Y,Q(d))cusp.
(2) There is a short exact sequence of MHS
0→ Hd+k(Y,Q(d))univ → Hd+k(Y,Q(d))Eis → Hd+k(Y,Q(d))∂ → 0,
where the MHS on Hd+k(Y,Q(d))∂ is defined by the sequence.
(3) Fil0(Hd+k(Y,C(d))univ) = 0, inducing an isomorphism
Fil0(Hd+k(Y,C(d))Eis) ∼= Fil0(Hd+k(Y,C(d))∂) = Hd+k(Y,C(d))∂ .
The inverse of this map is unique section of Hd+k(Y,C(d))Eis → Hd+k(Y,Q(d))∂ with image in
FildHd+k(Y,C(d))Eis, and is compatible with the Hodge filtration. This section equals the section s
defined in Section 4.2.
(4) The MHS on Hd+i(Y,Q(d))∂ is trivial, i.e. a direct sum of Q(0)’s.
4We are not working in the derived category - the individual complexes should be computed by functorial Γ-acyclic resolutions
of the sheaves, such as Godemont or Dolbeault resolutions.
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Proof.
(1) We can replace Y = Hd/SL2(O) by Y = Hd/Γ(N) in this step, as
H∗(Hd/SL2(O),Q) = H∗(Hd/Γ(N),Q)SL2(O/NO),
and SL2(O/NO) acts via automorphisms of mixed Hodge structures.
The spherical Hecke operator Tp on H
d+k(Y,Q) is an endomorphism of mixed Hodge structures, as it is
induced by a finite correspondence Y ← Y0(p) → Y of complex algebraic varieties. While it should be a
general fact that push-forward along finite morphisms is compatible with mixed Hodge structures, we do not
know a down-to-earth reference (i.e. one avoiding mixed Hodge modules), so we give a proof in our case as
follows.
The Hodge and weight filtrations for smooth varieties are computed in terms of the log de Rham complexes
on “good compactifications” (i.e. smooth compactifications, with boundary a SNCD). The map f : Y0(p)→ Y
extends to a map f : X0(p) → X for some toroidal compactifications (which may be assumed to be good).
The properties of canonical extensions implies that f∗Ω∗X(log ∂X) = Ω
∗
X0(p)
(log ∂X0(p)). Therefore the map
f∗Ω∗Y0(p) = f∗f
∗Ω∗Y
tr→ Ω∗Y restricts to a map f∗Ω∗X0(p)(log ∂X0(p)) = f∗Ω∗X0(p)(log ∂X0(p))→ Ω∗X(log ∂X).
(2) The map Hd+k(Y,Q(d))univ ↪→ Hd+k(Y,Q(d)) is a morphism of MHS, as Q · c1(Li) ⊂ H2(Y,Q(1)) is
a sub-MHS.
(3) H2j(Y,C)univ is spanned by forms which are of Hodge type (j, j). In particular, unless k = d,
Fild(Hd+k(Y,C)univ) = 0, but we have assumed k 6= d. Thus there is a unique section of Hd+k(Y,C)Eis ⊕
Hd+k(Y,C) with image contained in Fild, and this section is compatible with the Hodge filtration. We proved
in Proposition 4.21 that im(Eis) ⊂ FildHd+k(Y,C)Eis.
(4) As s is compatible with the Hodge filtration by (3), we find that Fil0CH
d+k(Y,C(d))∂ = Hd+k(Y,C(d))∂ .
This implies that Fil0C ∩W0,Q = Hd+k(Y,Q(d))∂ .

By Proposition 4.23 (3), the map Eis is the unique splitting of
Hd+k(Y,C(d))Eis → Hd+k(Y,C(d))∂
compatible with the Hodge filtration. This implies:
Corollary 4.24. Theorem 1.7 is equivalent to the splitting of the extension of MHS
0→ Hd+k(Y,Q(d))univ → Hd+k(Y,Q(d))Eis → Hd+k(Y,Q(d))∂ → 0
for 0 ≤ i < d− 2.
In order to give a similar formulation of Theorem 1.3, it is convenient to identify the mixed Hodge
structures H2d−2(Y,Q(d))univ and H2d−2(Y,Q(d))∂ . We have
⊕di=1 Q(1) · ω∗i ∼= H2d−2(Y,Q(d))univ,
∂ : H2d−2(Y,Q(d))∂ ∼= O∗ ⊗Q.
The first isomorphism is essentially by definition, as the universal cohomology consists of cup-products of
Chern classes ωi, whose Hodge-theoretic properties are well-known. The second map is given by
H2d−2(Y,Q(d))
i∗∞→ H2d−2(Hd/P (Z),Q) PD∼= H1(P (Z),Q)
p∗∼= O∗ ⊗Q
(compare with Lemma 4.27 below). Actually, we normalize this, defining ∂ := 1vol(Y (1))p∗ ◦ PD ◦ i∗∞.
Via these identifications, we obtain an exact sequence
0→ ⊕di=1Q(1)→ H2d−2(Y,Q(d))Eis → O∗ ⊗Q→ 0.
Using the isomorphism Ext1MHS(Q(0),Q(1)) ∼= C∗⊗Q (see B.2), we obtain a map m : O∗⊗Q→ ⊕di=1C∗⊗Q.
Proposition 4.25. Theorem 1.3 is equivalent to the equality
m = −(σ1, . . . , σd) ∈ Hom(O∗ ⊗Q,⊕iC∗ ⊗Q).
Once we prove Theorems 1.3, 1.7, we will obtain:
Corollary 4.26.
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(1) Any rational section H2d−2(Y,Q)∂ → H2d−2(Y,Q)Eis is not compatible with the Hodge filtration.
(2) There exists a unique section H2d−1−j(Y,Q)∂ → H2d−1−j(Y,Q)Eis which is compatible with the
Hodge filtration, for 1 < j ≤ d− 1.
4.6. Constant terms and toroidal residues. In this section, we fix N ≥ 3, and consider the space
Y = Hd/Γ(N). We will define a residue map
Res: H2d−2(Y,Q(d))→ H1(∂X,Q(0)),
and compare it to the map
H2d−2(Y,Q(d))→ ⊕Cusps(Γ(N))H2d−2((Hd/P (Z))N=1,Q(d))
1
(2pii)d
PD
→ ⊕Cusps(Γ(N))H1(Rd−1/P (Z)) p∗→ ⊕Cusps(Γ(N))T (Z)⊗Q.
It is easy to see (using Lemma 4.11) that this induces an isomorphism
Lemma 4.27. H2d−2(Y,Q(d))∂ ∼= ⊕Cusps(Γ(N))H1(Hd/P (Z),Q(d)) ∼= ⊕Cusps(Γ(N))T (Z)⊗Q.
We will then prove
Proposition 4.28.
(1) The map
⊕Cusps(Γ(N))H1(Rd−1/T (Z),Q) ∼= H2d−2(Y,Q(d))∂ Eis→ H2d−2(Y,C(d))Eis Res→ H1(∂X,C)
induces an isomorphism ⊕Cusps(Γ(N))H1(Rd−1/T (Z),Q) ∼= H1(∂X,Q(0)), compatible with the iden-
tifications of each with ⊕Cusps(Γ(N))T (Z)⊗Q (4.27, 3.9).
(2) The isomorphism of (1) identifies the following extensions of MHS:
0 H2d−2(Y,Q(d))univ H2d−2(Y,Q(d))Eis ⊕Cusps(Γ(N))H1(Rd−1/T (Z),Q) 0
0 H2d−2(Y,Q(d))univ H2d−2(Y,Q(d))Eis H1(∂X,Q(0)) 0
∼=
Res
In particular, to prove Theorem 1.3 via Proposition 4.25, we may use the latter extension, which is better
suited to algebraic methods. It is not be difficult to see that there is some isomorphism making (2) hold.
However, to prove Theorem 1.3 exactly, as opposed to up to a non-zero rational multiple, we need to identify
this isomorphism with that of (1).
In fact, we will prove a more general compatibility between the restriction of forms to the Borel-Serre com-
pactification and the residues of forms along the toroidal compactification. We believe that this compatibility
could be deduced from work of Harris–Zucker [20].
For 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, we will define two maps∫
N(R)/N(Z)
: H2d−1−i(Y,Q(d))→ Hi(Rd−1/T (Z),Q(d))
Res∞ : H2d−1−i(Y,Q(d))→ Hi(∂X∞,Q(0)).
The former is defined topologically/group-cohomologically, related to the inclusion P (Z) ⊂ Γ(N) and the
quotient P (Z)  T (Z), and as such its relation with the Hodge/Galois theory of Y is unclear. The latter
is defined using the algebraic toroidal compactification X, and as such can be seen to be a map of Hodge
structures, or, after tensoring with Ql and choosing an embedding Q(µN ) ⊂ C, of GQ(µN )-modules.
We will relate these two maps as follows. We have a map s : Rd−1/T (Z) → ∂X∞ (Section 3), and the
induced map s∗ : Hi(Rd−1/T (Z),Q)→ Hi(∂X∞,Q) is injective.
Proposition 4.29. For 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, there is an equality
1
(2pii)d
s∗ ◦
∫
N(R)/N(Z)
= Res∞
of maps H2d−1−i(Y,Q(d))→ Hi(∂X,Q(0)).
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Proposition 4.28 follows immediately from this.
4.6.1. The map
∫
N(R)/N(Z). We have a “restriction” map
i∗∞ : H
2d−1−i(Y,Q(d))→ H2d−1−i(Hd/P (Z),Q(d)).
The manifold Hd/P (Z) deformation retracts to the closed oriented (2d− 1)-manifold (Hd/P (Z))N=1. Using
the Poincare duality isomorphism
PD2d−1 : H2d−1−i((Hd/P (Z))N=1) ∼= Hi((Hd/P (Z))N=1)
(the subscript indicating the dimension of the manifold), we obtain
PD2d−1 ◦ i∗∞ : H2d−1−i(Y,Q)→ Hi(Hd/P (Z),Q).
For 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, recall that s∗ : Hi(Rd−1/T (Z)) → Hi(Hd/P (Z)) is an isomorphism (Lemma 4.11).
Composing with the inverse of this map, we obtain
(s∗)−1 ◦ PD2d−1 ◦ i∗∞ : H2d−1−i(Y,Q)→ Hi(Rd−1/T (Z),Q).
We then define ∫
N(R)/N(Z)
:= (s∗)−1 ◦ PD2d−1 ◦ i∗∞.
Remark 4.30. If we further compose with the Poincare duality
Hi(Rd−1/T (Z)) ∼= Hd−1−i(Rd−1/T (Z)),
we obtain a map
H2d−1−i(Y,Q)→ Hd−1−i(Rd−1/T (Z),Q)
which should essentially be the “constant term” map in the theory of automorphic forms. This would really
be the more appropriate map to denote
∫
N(R)/N(Z).
4.6.2. The map Res∞. We define the total residue map
Res: H2d−1−i(Y,Q(d))→ Hi(∂X,Q(0))
to be the composition of the Poincare duality
1
(2pii)d
PD2d : H
2d−1−i(Y,Q(d)) ∼= Hi+1((X, ∂X),Q(0))
and the boundary map
∂ : Hi+i((X, ∂X),Q(0))→ Hi(∂X,Q(0)).
Equivalently, Res is dual to the map Hic(∂X,Q(0))
δ→ Hi+1c (Y,Q(0)) occuring in the LES of compactly sup-
ported cohomology. The maps 1
(2pii)d
PD2d, δ, and the duality between cohomology and compactly supported
cohomology are known to be compatible with mixed Hodge structures (see [15]).
We compose Res with the map Hi(∂X,Q(0)) = ⊕x∈Cusps(Γ(N))Hi(∂Xx,Q(0)) → Hi(∂X∞,Q(0)), giving
a map
Res∞ : H2d−1−i(Y,Q(d))→ Hi(∂X∞,Q(0)).
We describe this map in a slightly different way. For an open set U ⊃ ∂X∞, there is an isomorphism
H2d−i(U,U − ∂X∞,Q(d)) ∼= Hi(∂X∞,Q(0)) (using Poincare duality on U , U − ∂X∞). We obtain maps
Res′∞ : H
2d−i−1(Y,Q(d))→ H2d−i−1(U,Q(d))→ Hi(∂X∞,Q(0)).
Lemma 4.31. Res′∞ is independent of the open set U , and Res∞ = Res
′
∞.
Proof. This is a standard argument using excision, which we omit. 
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4.6.3. The proof of Proposition 4.29. We use the topological description of the toroidal compactification given
in Section 3. In particular, we have spaces SR ⊂ S and a map N : S → (0,∞], so that S(1,∞) ∼= Hd/P (Z)(1,∞),
S∞ ∼= ∂X(C), and S(1,∞] is an open neighborhood of ∂X∞(C).
We define V := S[1,∞] = N−1([1,∞]),W := S[1,∞]R = SR∩N−1([1,∞]). We have ∂V := V 1
∐
V∞, ∂W :=
W 1
∐
W∞. Note that the space ∂V is not actually the topological boundary of the space V - it is a topological
boundary on one side, and a compactification on the other.
The maps s, p are compatible with these boundaries:
((∂W )1 ⊂W ⊃ (∂W )∞) s→ ((∂V )1 ⊂ V ⊃ (∂V )∞),
((∂V )1 ⊂ V ⊃ (∂V )∞) p→ ((∂W )1 ⊂W ⊃ (∂W )∞).
We have a map Res∞ : H2d−1−i(V,Q(d))→ Hi(∂V∞,Q(0)) defined in 4.6.2. Under the Poincare duality
1
(2pii)d
PD2d : H
2d−1−i(V − ∂V,Q(d)) ∼= Hi+1((V, ∂V ),Q(0)),
the map Res∞ corresponds to the boundary map
Hi+1(V, ∂V
1
∐
∂V∞) ∂∞→ Hi(∂V∞).
By Lemma 4.31, we find that Res∞ ◦i∗∞ = Res∞.
Via the identification of (Hd/P (Z))N=1 with ∂V 1, we are reduced to showing a compatibility between
two Poincare dualities:
∂∞ ◦ PD2d =? s∗ ◦ (s∗)−1 ◦ PD2d−1,
for
PD2d : H
2d−1−i(V − ∂V,Q) ∼= Hi+1((V, ∂V ),Q),
PD2d−1 : H2d−1−i(∂V 1,Q) ∼= Hi(∂V 1,Q).
Note the abuse of notation: s∗ ◦ (s∗)−1 not the identity, but a map
Hi(∂V
1)
s−1∗→ Hi(Rd−1/T (Z)) s∗→ Hi(∂V∞).
Lemma 4.32.
(1) The map ∂1 : Hi+1(V, ∂V )→ Hi(∂V 1) is an isomorphism.
(2) ∂1 ◦ PD2d = PD2d−1
Proof. To prove these, we use Borel-Moore homology, i.e. the homology of the complex of locally finite
singular chains.
1) There is an isomorphism Hi+1(V, ∂V ) ∼= HBMi+1(V − ∂V ). The homeomorphism V − ∂V ∼= (1,∞)× ∂V 1
induces
HBMi+1(V − ∂V ) ∼= Hi(∂V 1).
2) For the moment, for an oriented manifold Mm we consider Poincare duality as an isomorphism of
chain complexes PDM : H
∗(M) ∼= HBMm−∗(M). For products of oriented manifolds Mm, Nn, it is known that
PDM ⊗PDN = PDM×N , via the Kunneth theorem on cohomology and the exterior product of simplices on
Borel-Moore homology. More precisely, the map PDM×N factors as
H∗(M ×N) ∼= H∗(M)⊗H∗(N) PDM⊗PDN→ HBMm−∗(M)⊗HBMn−∗(N)
→HBM(m+n)−∗(M ×N).
In our situation, we use the homeomorphism V − ∂V ∼= (1,∞)× ∂V 1 to obtain
∂1 ◦ PDV−∂V = (∂1 ◦ PD(1,∞))⊗ PD∂V 1 = PD(Hd/P (Z))N=1 ,
since H0((1,∞)) PD(1,∞)→ HBM1 ((1,∞)) ∂1→ Q is an isomorphism. 
This reduces us to showing that ∂∞ ◦ ∂−11 : Hi((Hd/P (Z))N=1) → Hi(∂X) is equal to s∗ ◦ p∗. In other
words, we need to show:
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Lemma 4.33. The following diagram commutes:
Hi(Rd−1/T (Z))
Hi(∂V
1) Hi+1(V, ∂V ) Hi(∂V
∞).
s∗
s∗
∂1
∂∞
Proof. Consider the composition
Hi(∂V
1)
∂1← Hi+1(V, ∂V ) ∂∞→ Hi(∂V∞),
where the first map is an isomorphism by Lemma 4.32.
Claim 4.34. ∂∞ ◦ ∂−11 is equal to
Hi(∂V
1)→ Hi(V ) ∼= Hi(∂V∞),
with maps induced by the inclusions ∂V 1, ∂V∞ ⊂ V .
Proof of claim. Using the deformation retract of ∂V∞ ↪→ V (see Theorem 3.3), we have a map h : [1,∞]×
∂V 1 → V , such that h1(∂V 1) ⊂ ∂V 1, h∞(∂V 1) ⊂ ∂V∞. We obtain a map of pairs h : ([1,∞]×∂V 1, {1,∞}×
∂V 1)→ (V, ∂V ). The map h∗ : H∗([1,∞]×∂V 1, {1,∞}×∂V 1)→ H∗(V, ∂V ) is compatible with the boundary
maps ∂1, ∂∞. We have the following diagram:
Hi(∂V
1) Hi+1(V, ∂V ) Hi(∂V
∞)
Hi(∂V
1) Hi+1([1,∞]× ∂V 1, {1,∞}× ∂V 1) Hi(∂V 1)
Hi(∂V
1) Hi([1,∞]× ∂V 1) Hi(∂V 1)
Hi(∂V
1) Hi(V ) Hi(∂V
∞)
∂1
∂∞
h∗
∂1
∼=
∂∞
h∗ h∗
∼=
h∗ h∗
∼=
h∗
∼=
It is easy to check that the middle two rows are isomorphic in this way, similar to Lemma 4.32. This
diagram then proves the claim.

We have a commuting diagram
Hi(∂W
1) Hi(W ) Hi(∂W
∞)
Hi(∂V
1) Hi(V ) Hi(∂V
∞)
s∗ s∗ s∗
,
where the horizontal maps are induced by the obvious inclusions of spaces. By Corollary 3.7 that the
inclusions ∂W 1, ∂W∞ ⊂ W are homotopy equivalences. Collapsing the top row via this identification, we
obtain
Hi(Rd−1/T (Z))
Hi((Hd/P (Z))N=1) Hi(∂V∞).
s∗
s∗
∂∞∂−11

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5. Extensions associated to line-bundles
Consider a smooth projective variety X of dimension d over a field L ⊂ C. Let
Z := (
∐
i∈Z/nZ
P1)/(∞i = 0i+1)
be a circle of P1’s, equipped with an “orientation” of this circle i.e. a cyclic ordering of the irreducible
components Zi. This orientation corresponds to a generator γ ∈ H1(Z,Z) (the singular homology of the
complex points), by taking a loop which goes in the same cyclic direction. We choose a coordinate zi on Zi
so that div(zi) = [0i]− [∞i].
Suppose that we are given:
(1) a closed immersion f : Z → X such that f∗(γ) ∈ H1(f(Z),Q) is non-zero,
(2) a line-bundle L on X with non-trivial Chern class c1(L) ∈ H2(X,Q(1)),
(3) that the restriction of L to each irreducible component Zi of Z is trivial.
This implies that c1(L)|Z = c1(L|Z) = 0 ∈ H2(Z,Z(1)). There is an isomorphism
H1(Z,L∗) ∼= Pic0(Z),
coming from the inclusion of L∗ ⊂ Gm (see Lemma 4.4). Via the orientation γ, we obtain an isomorphism
ϕ : Pic0(Z) ∼= L∗.
We have an exact sequence of singular cohomology groups (of the complex points, via L ⊂ C)
. . .→ H1(f(Z),Q(1))→ H2c (X − f(Z),Q(1))→ H2(X,Q(1))→ . . . .
The map H1(X,Q(1)) → H1(f(Z),Q(1)) is zero for weight reasons (see 5.5). Considering the Chern class
c1(L) as a map Q · c1(L)→ H2(X,Q(1)), we pull-back to obtain an extension
0→ H1(f(Z),Q(1))→ E → Q · c1(L)→ 0.(5)
This extension is endowed with a canonical mixed Hodge structure. As X and L are defined over L, this
sequence, after tensoring with Ql, is an extension of GL-modules (using our chosen L ↪→ C).
Consider 0 6= f∗(γ) ∈ H1(f(Z),Q(1)) as a map f∗(γ) : H1(f(Z),Q(1))  Q(1). This surjection is
compatible with mixed Hodge structures/the action of GL (after tensoring with Ql) by Lemma 5.4 below.
We obtain an extension of the form 0 → Q(1) → E → Q → 0, giving elements [E] ∈ Ext1MHS(Q,Q(1)),
[EQl ] ∈ Ext1GL(Ql,Ql(1)). Such extensions are well-understood (see Lemma B.2), and we have the following
maps/isomorphisms:
κMHS : L
∗ → C∗ ⊗Q ∼= Ext1MHS(Q,Q(1))
κGL : L
∗ → L∗ ⊗Ql ∼= Ext1GL(Ql,Ql(1)).
For example, κGL is simply the Kummer map.
We will prove:
Theorem 5.1.
(1) [EQ] = κMHS(ϕ(L|Z)).
(2) [EQl ] = κGL(ϕ(L|Z)).
Remark 5.2. This result easily generalizes to subvarieties W ⊂ X such that H1(W,Q) is generated by the
images of maps from circles of P1’s f : Z →W . We essentially check this as part of Theorem 6.3 below.
For simplicity of notation, we will assume below that the map f : Z → X is an closed embedding Z ⊂ X,
but the proofs do not require this.
We introduce some notation. Let C denote GL-mod := RepctsGL(Ql) or MHSw (weak mixed Hodge struc-
tures, as discussed in Appendix A). As a tensor category, C has unit object denoted 1C . We denote the Tate
objects in these categories (Ql(j) or Q(j)) by 1C(j). We use Hi(−, j) to denote either Hie´t(−L,Ql(j)) con-
sidered as a Galois module or Hi(−(C),Q(j)) as a weak mixed Hodge structure. We let HiC(X, j) to denote
absolute e´tale cohomology Hie´t(−L,Ql(j)) or Deligne-Beilinson cohomology HiDB(XC,Q(j)). See Appendix
A for a definition, following [2], of Deligne-Beilinson cohomology. Note that these cohomology theories have
maps to singular cohomology with Ql or Q coefficients, respectively.
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As X is assumed projective, we may write L as a difference of very ample line-bundles. This allows us to
choose a meromorphic section s of L such that the divisor D = div(s) is disjoint from the singular locus of
Z: D ∩ Zsing = ∅. We consider its cycle class [D] ∈ H2C(X, 1), whose image in singular cohomology is the
Chern class c1(L). Cycle classes are defined by their compatibility with fundamental classes of subvarieties,
in this case by the isomorphism
H2C((X,X − |D|), 1) ∼= H2((X,X − |D|), 1C) = 1irred(|D|)C ,
where |D| is the reduced subvariety on which D is supported, and irred(|D|) denotes the set of irreducible
components of |D|. We may restrict this cycle class to Z, giving a class [D]|Z ∈ H2C(Z, 1).
Scholl [31] explains how cycle classes in the absolute cohomology of simplicial smooth varieties may be
defined, if one knows that the cycles satisfy a transversality property with respect to the face maps. It
is not hard to see that the same method defines cycle classes for singular varieties, as long as the cycle
meets the singular locus in a controlled manner. By the assumption that D ∩ Zsing = ∅, the cycle class
[D ∩ Z] ∈ H2C(Z, 1) is defined.
Lemma 5.3. The classes [D]|Z and [D ∩ Z] are equal.
Proof. This can be checked in singular cohomology with supports. If the support |D| of the divisor D were
a sub-manifold of X − Zsing, and the intersection D ∩ (Z − Zsing) were transverse, this would follow from
standard facts about the relation between fundamental classes and the intersection product for transversely
intersecting submanifolds. More generally, see ([16], Cor. 19.2) for the compatibility between the refined
intersection product of algebraic cycle with the cup-product of cycle classes with support.

There is a Leray-Serre spectral sequence
Ei,j2 = Ext
i
C(1C , H
j−i(Z, k))⇒ HjC(Z, k).
As [D]|Z = c1(L)|Z = 0 ∈ H2(Z, 1), we obtain a class [D ∩ Z] ∈ Ext1C(1C , H1(Z, 1)).
Lemma 5.4. The map γ : H1(Z,Q(1))→ Q of abelian groups is in fact an isomorphism in C,
γ : H1(Z, 1) ∼= 1C(1).
Proof. It suffices to prove that, for Z a circle of P1’s, H1(Z, 0) ∼= 1C . In fact, it suffices to consider the nodal
curve P1/(0 =∞). We can identify H1(P1/(0 =∞)) ∼= H1((P1, {0,∞})). The sequence
0→ H0(P1)→ H0({0,∞})→ H1((P1, {0,∞}))→ 0
is exact, and H0({0,∞})/H0(P1) = 1C . 
Lemma 5.5. The map H1(X, 1)→ H1(Z, 1) is zero.
Proof. Although we have been working in weak mixed Hodge structures, the proof of the previous lemma
actually implies that H1(Z, 1) is pure of Hodge weight 0. Since H1(X, 1) is pure of Hodge weight -1, the
map is zero. 
Lemmas 5.4, 5.5 were used above (5) to define an extension E ∈ Ext1C(1C , 1C(1)) as a subspace of H2c (X−
Z, 1). We then apply the following result in homological algebra:
Lemma 5.6. [D ∩ Z] equals the extension E defined in (5).
Roughly, this result identifies certain extension classes created via the Leray-Serre spectral sequence for
RHomC(1C ,−) (the class [D ∩ Z]) with those arising from long exact sequences associated to objects in
Ch+(C) (the extension E).
Proof. E´tale case:
This follows immediately from a homological result due to Jannsen ([21] 9.4). It is easier to refer to
Scholl ([31] 2.7), which gives a more concise statement of this result and an example of its application. Our
application is slightly different than in [31] - we use the same functor Φ := (−)GL : GL-mod → VecQl , but
different complexes. We use the complexes
A∗ = RΓ(XL,Ql(1)), B
∗ = RΓ(ZL,Ql(1)), C
∗ = RΓc(YL,Ql(1))[1],
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for Y = X − Z (really, as in [31], representatives of these complexes such that there is an exact sequence of
complexes 0→ A∗ → B∗ → C∗ → 0).
We have a class [D] ∈ H2(XL,Ql(1)) = H2(RΦ(A∗)) contained in
ker(H2(RΦ(A∗))→ H2(RΦ(B∗))→ Φ(H2(B∗))),
as its image along
H2(RΦ(A∗))→ H2(RΦ(B∗))→ Φ(H2(B∗)) = H2(ZL,Ql(1))GL
deg∼= ⊕irred(Z)Ql
is zero by the assumption that D is component-wise degree zero on Z. Then ([31] 2.7) implies that an
extension obtained from [D] by the Leray-Serre spectral sequence (the map σ in loc. cit.) agrees with an
extension obtained from [D] via the following extension of GL-modules (the map τ in loc. cit.):
0→ coker(H1(XL,Ql(1))→ H1(ZL,Ql(1)))→ H2(XL,Ql(1))
→ ker(H2(XL,Ql(1))→ H2(ZL,Ql(1)))→ 0.
Hodge case:
Scholl [31] suggests that an analog of Jannsen’s result should hold for mixed Hodge complexes. We
prove this, for weak mixed Hodge complexes, in Proposition A.4. We now describe the application of this
proposition. Although it ought to be possible to prove a derived version of Proposition A.4, we have not.
Thus, we take care to work with honest morphisms of weak mixed Hodge complexes, coming from the
functorial weak mixed Hodge complexes for smooth varieties described in Appendix A.4.
We have functorial weak mixed Hodge complexes for smooth varieties, given as above by C∗(−) :=
(S∗∞(−(C),Q), F ·). The weak mixed Hodge complex for the singular variety Z can be represented by
C∗(Z) := Cone(⊕iC∗(Zi) → ⊕i,jC∗(Zi ∩ Zj))[−1], as the varieties Zi, Zi ∩ Zj are smooth. The inclusion
Z ⊂ X induces a map C∗(X) → C∗(Z), and we have C∗(X,Z) = Cone(C∗(X) → C∗(Z))[−1]. We have a
map f : C∗(X,Z)→ C∗(Z), with C∗(Z) isomorphic to Cone(f). We apply Proposition A.4 with
A∗ = C∗(X,Z), B∗ = C∗(X), f : C∗(X,Z)→ C∗(X),
and α˜ := [D ∩ Z] ∈ H2DB(Z,Q(1)) ∼= H2(Cone(f)).

Via the isomorphism γ : H1(Z, 1) ∼= 1C(1), we identify [D ∩Z] ∈ Ext1C(1C , 1C(1)) with a class ϕ′(D ∩Z) ∈
Ext1C(1C , 1C(1)). It is not hard to see that ϕ
′ is a homomorphism
ϕ′ : component-wise degree 0 Cartier divisors on Z → Ext1C(1C , 1C(1)).
Let D′ = D ∩Z, L′ = L|Z . Note that D′ is a Cartier divisor on Z with is degree zero on each component
Zi, and L′ is the associated line-bundle. Therefore, to prove Theorem 5.1, it suffices to prove the following
proposition, which depends only on Z and not the ambient variety X:
Proposition 5.7. Consider a component-wise degree zero Cartier divisor D′ on Z with associated line-
bundle L′. Then
κ(ϕ(L′)) = ϕ′(D′).
In other words, we compute the Hodge/e´tale Chern class of certain Cartier divisors on Z, and relate
them to the homomorphism pi1(Z(C))→ L∗ associated to the local system underlying L′. While this seems
like it should be well-known, as a special case of a more general result about Abel-Jacobi maps for singular
varieties, we prove this for lack of a reference.
Proof. We first compute ϕ(L′) in terms of the divisor D′:
Lemma 5.8. Consider the divisor D′ =
∑
niPi. Then
ϕ(L′) =
∏
zi(Pi)
ni .
Proof. Let s be any meromorphic section of L such that div(s) is disjoint from Zsing = ∐Zi ∩Zi+1 = ∐ 0i.
Then s|Zi corresponds to a function fi ∈ L(z) via any choice of L|Zi ∼= OZi . We have∏
i
fi(0i)
fi(∞i) = ϕ([L]) ∈ L
∗,
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as Lemma 4.4 relates ϕ to transition functions along the intersection of irreducible components.
For a function f ∈ L(z) such that div(f) = ∑nj [Pj ] is disjoint from {0,∞}, we have∏
z(Pj)
nj =
f(0)
f(∞) .
This is because f(z) = f(∞)∏i(z − Pi)ni with ∑ni = 0, and so f(0)f(∞) = (−Pi)ni = (−1)∑niPnii = Pnii .
Note that this is a special case of Weil reciprocity. 
We must then show that ϕ′(D′) ∈ Ext1C(1C , 1C(1)) is given by the product
∏
zi(Pi)
ni . As the divisor D′ is
degree zero on each component of Z, it is easy to see that we may reduce to the case that Z = P1/(0 =∞), and
assume that D′ = [a]− [b]. This may require passing to a finite Galois extension L′/L, so that all geometric
points of D∩Z are defined over L′. This is not a problem as Ext1GL(Ql,Ql(1)) = Ext1GL′ (Ql,Ql(1))Gal(L
′/L).
We may further assume that b = 1, since the coordinate z on P1 was only defined up to a constant.
We have an isomorphism
Ext1C(1C , H
1(P1/(0 =∞))) ∼= Ext1C(1C , H1(P1/(0 =∞)− {1}))
By the isomorphism P1/(0 =∞)− {1} ∼= A1/(0 = 1), this extension class is identified with the image of
a ∈ L∗ ⊗Q = H1M(Spec(L),Q(1))
under the regulator
rC : H1M(Spec(L),Q(1))→ Ext1C(1C , 1C(1)),
following the description of the regulator on Bloch’s higher Chow groups given in ([31]). The regulator is
well-known to equal the map κ : L∗ ⊗Q→ Ext1C(1C , 1C(1)) defined above. For completeness, we review this
in Appendix B.

5.1. A conjectural compatibility of Chern classes. We describe a conjectural generalization of our
Theorem 5.1, motivated by the possibility of generalizing results of Looijenga [25] from the Hodge to the
e´tale setting.
Consider a number field L ⊂ C, with integers OL. Consider a smooth projective variety X/L equipped
with a toroidal embedding Z ⊂ X. By toroidal embedding, we mean a simple normal crossings divisor where
every irreducible component Zi is a smooth proper toric variety over L, every intersection Zi ∩ Zj is a toric
divisor in both Zi and Zj , etc.
Suppose we have a rank n vector bundle V onX such that V|Z is trivial on each irreducible component. The
ideas of Section 4.1 prove that V is the scalar extension of a local system ρ : pi1(Z(C))→ GLn(L) ↪→ GLn(C).
Moreover, suppose that ρ factors through GLn(OL). Abusing notation, we also let ρ denote the map
ρ : pi1(Z(C))→ GLn(OL).
As Z is a toroidal embedding, we have a map s : Z(R≥0) ↪→ Z(C), generalizing the special case described
in Section 3. This can be shown to induce a map H∗(Z, 0)→ H∗(Z(R≥0),Z)⊗1C in C. We have a Chern class
ci(V)|Z ∈ Ext1C(1C , H2i−1(Z, i)), which we can pull-back to s∗(ci(V)|Z) ∈ Ext1C(1C , 1C(i))⊗H2i−1(Z(R≥0),Z).
On the other hand, we have the Borel and Soule´ regulators ([25], [34])
bi ∈ Ext1MHS(Q,Q(i))⊗H2i−1(BGLn(OL),Z)
bi ∈ Ext1GL(Ql,Ql(i))⊗H2i−1(BGLn(OL),Z).
These can be pulled back along fρ : Z(R≥0) → Bpi1(Z(R≥0)) Bρ→ BGLn(OL) to give classes f∗ρ (bi) ∈
Ext1C(1C , 1C(i))⊗H2i−1(Z(R≥0),Z).
Conjecture 5.9. f∗ρ (bi) = s
∗(ci(V)|Z)
Example 5.10. Suppose i = 1, pi1(Z(R≥0)) = 〈u〉, and V is a line-bundle corresponding to the map ρ : Z →
O∗L, ρ(u) = α. The Borel regulator b1 ∈ H1(BGL1(OL),Z) ⊗ C/Q(1) corresponds to the homomorphism
O∗L ↪→ C∗ ⊗Q, and this conjecture reduces to the claim that s∗(c1(V|Z))(u) ∈ C∗ ⊗Q equals α.
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Looijenga’s methods [25], following [30], should be enough to prove Conjecture 5.9 in the Hodge case.
The e´tale case seems more difficult.
Our Theorem 5.1 essentially consists of a proof of this conjecture in the case that Z has dimension 1
and V is a line-bundle, together with the use of Lemma 5.6 to prove that the extension class appears in the
cohomology of H2i−1((X,Z), i).
6. Extensions in Eisenstein cohomology
We use the notation introduced in Section 5,
C = GF -mod or MHSw,
H∗(−, ∗) = geometric e´tale or singular cohomology,
1C(i) = Ql(i) or Q(i),
in order to prove results about extensions of Galois modules or (weak) mixed Hodge structures simultaneously.
6.1. Non-split extensions in degree 2d−2. Consider the variety Y := Y (1)Q. This is a possibly singular
variety, the coarse space of a smooth stack.
We studied the singular cohomology H∗(Y,Q) in Sections 4.5, 4.6, obtaining an exact sequence
0→ (⊕iQω∗i )⊗Q(1)→ H2d−2(Y,Q(d))Eis ∂→ O∗ ⊗Q→ 0.
We verified that this exact sequence is compatible with mixed Hodge structures, where the abelian groups
⊕iQω∗i , O∗ ⊗ Q are given the trivial mixed Hodge structure, and Q(1) is the Tate mixed Hodge structure.
A similar result holds in the e´tale setting:
Proposition 6.1. After tensoring with Ql, this is an exact sequence of GF -modules
0→ (⊕iQlω∗i )⊗Ql(1)→ H2d−2e´t (YF ,Ql(d))Eis
∂→ O∗ ⊗Ql → 0,
where the abelian groups ⊕iQω∗i , O∗ ⊗Q are given the trivial Galois action.
Proof. It will suffice to check that the modules
(1) H2d−2e´t (YF ,Ql(d− 1))univ
(2) H2d−2(YF ,Ql(d))Eis/H2d−2(YF ,Ql(d))univ
have trivial GF -action. We can even check this after restriction to GF (µN ) for all N ≥ 3.
(1) follows from the remark at the end of 4.1 about the Chern classes of the Hodge bundles descending
to level 1, by their SL2(O/NO)-invariance.
(2) We pass to auxiliary level N ≥ 3, and use the results of Section 4.6 to relate the map ∂ to the alge-
braically defined residue maps. We have a variety Y (N)/Q(µN ), and a finite map φN : Y (N)→ Y (1)Q(µN ).
On e´tale cohomology, this map induces an injective map of GQ(µN )-modules
φ∗N : H
∗(YQ,Ql(d))Eis → H∗(Y (N)Q(µN ),Ql(d))Eis.
It will suffice to show that the GQ(µN )-action on
H∗(Y (N)Q(µN ),Ql(d))Eis
H2d−2(Y (N)Q(µN ),Ql(d))univ
is trivial.
We proved (via 4.23 and 4.28) that
H∗(Y (N)Q(µN ),Ql(d))Eis
H2d−2(Y (N)Q(µN ),Ql(d))univ
↪→ H1(∂X(N)Q(µN ),Ql(0)) (noting that the
toroidal residue maps are compatible with Galois actions).
Lemma 6.2. There is an isomorphism
H1(∂X(N)Q(µN ),Ql)
∼= (⊕Cusps(Γ(N))T (Z))⊗Ql,
where the right side is given the trivial Galois action.
Proof. As abelian groups, the identification follows from Lemma 4.27. Using Corollary 3.11, this follows
from 5.5. 

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We obtain an extension E = H2d−2(Y, d)Eis, with
0→ ⊕di=11C(1)ω∗i → E ∂→ O∗ ⊗ 1C → 0.
It is classified by maps
mGF : O∗ → ⊕iF ∗ ⊗Ql,
mMHS : O∗ → ⊕iC∗ ⊗Q.
We have now justified the statement of Theorem 1.5. To prove both Theorem 1.3 (via the reductions 4.25,
4.28) and Theorem 1.5, it will suffice to show:
Theorem 6.3. The maps mGF and mMHS are both equal to the map
u 7→ −(σ1(u), . . . , σd(u)) ∈ ⊕iF ∗ ⊗Q.
Proof. Reduction to Y (N):
We begin by reducing the theorem to a statement about the smooth variety Y (N)/Q(µN ). There is a
finite map φN : Y (N)→ Y (1)Q(µN ). On singular cohomology, this map induces
φ∗N : H
∗(Y (C),Q)Eis → H∗(Y (N)(C),Q)Eis,
identifying
H∗(Y (C),Q)Eis = H∗(Y (N)(C),Q)SL2(O/NO)Eis .
We want to rewrite the quotient map in a way which is independent of the auxiliary level N . For N ≥ 3,
we have a map
∂N : H
2d−2(Y (N),Q(d)) Res→ ⊕x∈Cusps(Γ(N))H1((∂X)x,Q(0))
∼= ⊕T (Z)⊗Q
∏
→ O∗ ⊗Q.
Note T (Z) ⊂ O∗, so that T (Z) ⊗ Q ∼= O∗ ⊗ Q. Here, (∂X)x denotes the connected component of ∂X
corresponding to the cusp x ∈ Cusps(Γ(N)).
The map
∂N ◦ φ∗N : H2d−2(Y (1),Q(d))→ O∗ ⊗Q
induces an isomorphism ∂N ◦ φ∗N : H2d−2(Y (1),Q(d))∂ ∼= O∗ ⊗Q (using the compatibility 4.29).
Lemma 6.4. There is an equality
∂ =
1
vol(Y (N))
∂N ◦ φ∗N
of maps H2d−2(Y (1),Q(d))→ O∗ ⊗Q.
The proof is easy, using the definition of ∂N in terms of Poincare duality.
We obtain an extension
0→ H2d−2(Y (N)(C),Q(d))univ → H2d−2(Y (N)(C),Q(d))Eis ∂N→ O∗ ⊗Q→ 0.
of Q-vector spaces. It is easy to see that Proposition 6.1 holds for this extension as well, giving an extension
0→ ⊕di=11C(1)ω∗i → E′ ∂N→ O∗ ⊗ 1C → 0(6)
in C = MHSw or GF (µN )-modules. By Lemma 6.4, φ∗N induces an isomorphism of this extension with the
extension E = H2d−2(Y, 1C(d)) (after restricting from GF to GF (µN ) in the e´tale setting). However, this
restriction in the e´tale setting is not a problem, as Ext1GF (Ql,Ql(1)) = Ext
1
GF (µN )
(Ql,Ql(1))Gal(F (µN )/F ).
Thus we may forget about Y (1), and prove a result about an extension occuring in the cohomology the
variety Y (N).
Chern classes of ωi on Y (N):
We now start the main part of the proof. Let L = F (µN ), Y = Y (N)L, X a smooth projective toroidal
compactification. We consider the exact sequence
0→ H2d−2(X, d)⊥∂X → H2d−2(Y, d)→ H1(∂X, 0)→ . . . .
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The map Res: H2d−2(Y,Q(d))→ H1(∂X,Q) is surjective for weight reasons (Lemma 5.5). This gives an
exact sequence:
0→ H2d−2(X, d)⊥∂X → H2d−2(Y, d)→ H1(∂X, 0)→ 0.
We have H1(∂X,Q(0)) ∼= ⊕Cusps(Γ(N))T (Z)⊗Q. Consider a cusp x ∈ Cusps(Γ(N)) corresponding to the
connected component (∂X)x of ∂X, and γu,x ∈ H1((∂X)x,Z), corresponding to u ∈ T (Z) ⊂ O∗ via the
isomorphism H1((∂X)x,Z) ∼= T (Z). By 3.11, γu,x is in the image of H1(Z,Z(0)) → H1((∂X)x,Z(0)), for
Z ⊂ ∂X a circle of P1’s. We pull back the above extension by H1(Z, 0) → H1((∂X)x, 0) → H1(∂X, 0), and
obtain an extension
0→ H2d−2(X, d)⊥∂X → E → H1(Z, 0)→ 0.
This extension is Poincare dual to the pull-back of
0→ H1(Z, 1)→ H2(X,Z)→ ker(H2(X, 1)→ H2(Z, 1))→ 0
along ker(H2(X, 1)→ H2(∂X, 1))→ ker(H2(X, 1)→ H2(Z, 1)). We know that
c1(Li) ∈ ker(H2(X, 1)→ H2(∂X, 1)),
for Li the Hodge line-bundles on X (defined over F ). Thus we may apply Theorem 5.1 to see that the
extension 0→ 1C(1)→ E′ → 1C → 0 given by the following “framing”
1C
0 H1(∂X, 1) H2(X, ∂X) ker(H2(X, 1)→ H2(∂X, 1)) 0
1C(1)
c1(Li)
γu,x
corresponds to σi(u) ∈ F ∗, since Li restricted to any connected component of ∂X is, by Proposition 4.1, the
scalar extension of the local system corresponding to the homomorphism σi : T (Z)→ F ∗.
Using Poincare duality and twisting by 1C(1), we find that the extension framed by
1C
0 H2d−2(X, d)⊥∂X H2d−2(Y, d) H1(∂X, 0) 0
1C(1)
γu,x
∪ωi
Res
corresponds to −σi(u) ∈ F ∗ (the sign arises from B.4).
Now, consider the framing
ψ := ⊕di=1
1
vol(Y (N))
(· ∪ ωi) : H2d−2(X, d)⊥∂X → ⊕di=11C(1),
O∗ ⊗Q→ ⊕Cusps(Γ(N))T (Z)⊗Q ∼= H1(∂X,Q)
u 7→ vol(Y (N))|Cusps(Γ(N))| (u, . . . , u).
The sub-quotient of H2d−2(Y, d) obtained from this framing is an extension
0→ ⊕di=11C(1)→ E′′ → O∗ ⊗ 1C → 0,
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classified (in both GL-mod and Q-MHS) by the map
−(σ1, . . . , σd) : O∗ → ⊕di=1F ∗ ⊗Q.
It remains to prove E′′ ∼= E′, with E′ the extension defined above (6), compatible with the identification
of the sub/quotient. As E′ = H2d−2(Y, d)Eis ⊂ H2d−2(Y, d), this involves showing that the framing used to
defined E′′ induces the identity on the sub/quotient of E′.
Sub: Identify H2d−2(X, d− 1)⊥∂X = im(H2d−2(X, d− 1)→ H2d−2(Y, d− 1)). The latter group contains
the classes ω∗1 , . . . , ω
∗
d. We need to show that the map ψ : H
2d−2(X, d − 1)⊥∂X → ⊕di=11C sends ω∗i to the
i-th standard vector vi := (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0). Lift ω
∗
i to ωi
∗ := ω1 ∧ . . . ∧ ω̂i ∧ . . . ∧ ωd in H2d−2(X, d− 1).
We see that ψ(ωi
∗) = vol(Y (N))/vol(Y (N))vi = vi as required.
Quotient: The composition E ⊂ H2d−2(Y, d) ∂N→ H1(∂X, 0) induces a map
O∗ ⊗ 1C ∼= E/ ker(∂)→ H1(∂X, 0),
which can be easily seen to be the same as the map O∗ ⊗ 1C → H1(∂X, 0) of the above framing.

6.2. Split extensions in lower degrees. Let Y = Y (1)F . We show:
Theorem 6.5. For i < 2d− 2, Hi(Y (1)F , d) is a semisimple GF -module/MHS.
Proof. Similarly to in Theorem 6.3, we can immediately reduce to showing that Hi(Y (N)L, d) is semisimple
as a GL-module/MHS for N ≥ 3. We check this for GL-modules, and the proof for MHS is essentially the
same.
Let Y = Y (N)L, X = X(N)L. We consider the extension of GL-modules
0→ H
2i−1(∂X, i)
H2i−1(X, i)
→ H2i((X, ∂X), i)→ ker(H2i(X, i)→ H2i(∂X, i))→ 0.
By Poincare duality, to prove the theorem it suffices to show that this extension splits for i > 1, as both the
sub and quotient modules are semisimple.
Remark 6.6. The fact the the quotient is semisimple follows from a theorem of [28]. The semisimplicity
for mixed Hodge structures follows from general results about the semisimplicity of polarized pure Hodge
structures.
For i = 1, the extension
0→ H1(∂X, 1)→ H2((X, ∂X), 1)→ ker(H2(X, 1)→ H2(∂X, 1))→ 0
is non-split, as we proved in Theorem 6.3. We take the GL-invariant class ωi ∈ ker(H2(X, 1)→ H2(∂X, 1)),
and let ω˜i denote any choice of (necessarily not GL-invariant) lift to H
2((X, ∂X), 1).
We will show that for i > 1, the class ω˜j1 ∪ . . . ∪ ω˜ji ∈ H2i((X, ∂X), i) is GL-invariant.
We have a GL-equivariant map
∪ωj1 : H2i−2((X, ∂X), i− 1)→ H2i((X, ∂X), i).
This map is trivial on the image of H2i−3(∂X, i− 1), as the boundary map
δ : H2i−3(∂X, i− 1)→ H2i−2(∂X, i− 1)
satisfies δ(η|∂X ∪ ·) = η ∪ δ(·). We obtain a GL-equivariant map
∪ωj1 : H2i−2(X, i− 1)→ H2i((X, ∂X), i).
Take any (not necc. GL-invariant) lift of ωj2∪. . .∪ωji to H2i−2((X, ∂X), i−1). We could take ω˜j2∪. . .∪ω˜ji .
Its cup-product with ∪ωj1 is independent of this lift, hence is GL-invt.
Therefore the extension H2i((X, ∂X), i) splits when pulled back along
H2i(X)univ ⊂ ker(H2i(X, i)→ H2i(∂X, i)).
This inclusion is an isomorphism, unless i = d/2. In this case, note that the sequence
Hd−1(∂X, d/2)→ Hd((X, ∂X), d/2)→ Hd(X, d/2)
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is dual to Hd(X, d)→ Hd(Y, d)→ Hd−1(∂X, 0). By the above splitting, we are left with the possibility of a
non-trivial extension
0→ im(Hd(X)→ Hd(Y ))⊥univ → E → im(Res : Hd(Y, d)→ Hd−1(∂X, 0))→ 0.
However, this extension splits for Hecke eigenvalue reasons, as in Proposition 4.23 (1). 
7. Eisenstein series and (g,K)-modules
In this section, we will recall some standard facts in the theory of principal series representations, residues
of Eisenstein series, and (g,K)-cohomology, specialized to the case G = SL2(R)d. We will treat the relation
of this with the group GL2(R)d in an ad-hoc manner in Section 7.4.
7.1. Principal series for SL2(R)d. Define G = SL2(R)d, g = (sl2)d, gC = g⊗RC,K = (SO(2))d, k = (so2)d.
We assume, as always, that F is a totally real field of degree d, narrow class number one, and we consider
Γ := SL2(OF ) ⊂ G. We have the Iwasawa decomposition NAK = G. Write P = NA.
Let I(s) := IndGP (| · |s, | · |−s) be a principal series representation5 of G. Here | · | : (R∗)d → C∗ is the
character |(t1, . . . , td)| := |t1 · · · td|.
Via the right-action of SL2(R) on the vector (1, 0) ∈ R2−{0}, we identify N\G ∼= (R2−{0})d. We define
an action of (R∗)d on (R2)d, where R∗ acts via scaling in R2. We have:
Lemma 7.1. As a G-representation,
I(s) = {f : (R2 − {0})d → C | f(a · v) = |a|−2sf(v) for a ∈ (R∗)d,
f smooth }.
Identify R2 ∼= R+iR = C, so that we have complex-valued coordinate functions w1, . . . , wd on (R2)d ∼= Cd.
Let e0 = 1/|w1 · · ·wd|2s, and for J = (j1, . . . , jd) ∈ (2Z)d, define
eJ =
((
w1
w1
)j1/2
· · ·
(
wd
wd
)jd/2)
· e0.
These vectors form a basis for the K-finite vectors:
I(s)K-fin = ⊕J∈(2Z)dCeJ .
As a representation of gC = sl
d
2,C, we have operators Li, Ri ∈ gC, i = 1, . . . , d, which act on I(s) by the
differential operators
Li = −wi ∂
∂wi
, Ri = −wi ∂
∂wi
.
For example,
L1(e(2,0,...,0)) = (s− 1)e0,
while
L2(e(2,0,...,0)) = se(2,2,0,...,0).
7.2. Eisenstein series and analytic continuation. For any v ∈ (R2 − {0})d, g ∈ SL2(R)d = G, we
have v · g ∈ (R2 − {0})d. Thus for any f ∈ I(s), we can evaluate f on v · g. This gives an inclusion of
G-representations
I(s)→ C∞(G), f 7→ f(v · g).
Eisenstein series are created by averaging this map over certain collections of vectors v so that its image
is contained in C∞(Γ\G)6. For Re(s) > 1, we have an map
Eiss : I(s)→ C∞(Γ\G)
of G-representations, defined as follows. Consider the lattice
Λ0 = O2F ⊂ OF ⊗ R ⊂ (R2)d.
5This is the non-normalized, smooth induction.
6By definition, C∞(Γ\G) := C∞(G)Γ.
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We then define
Eiss(f) :=
g 7→ ∑
v∈Λ0/O∗F ,
v primitive
f(v · g)
 .
For Re(s) > 1, this summation is abolutely convergent.
To relate these to classical formulas for Eisenstein series, we use the Iwasawa decomposition G = NAK
to give a section s : G/K ∼= NA → G of the projection p : G → G/K. Explicitly, for (zi) ∈ Hd ∼= G/K, we
have
s((zi)) =
((
y
1/2
i xiy
−1/2
i
0 y
−1/2
i
))
∈ SL2(R)d.
We view f ∈ I(s) as a function on Cd, so in particular in can be evaluated on Hd. We then have
Lemma 7.2. s∗(Eiss(f)) = N(y)s
∑
(c,d)∈(O)2/O∗,
(c,d)=1
f(cz + d).
Example 7.3. For s = 2k, k ∈ N, k > 1, we have
s∗(Eis2k(e(2k,...,2k))) = N(y)2k
∑
(c,d)∈(O)2/O∗,
(c,d)=1
1
N(cz + d)2k
,
recovering (up to a normalization) the classical holomorphic Eisenstein series of weight 2k.
We recall the meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series in the s-variable.
Theorem 7.4.
(1) After possibly subtracting a term of the form As−1 +
B
s , for each fixed g ∈ G the function Eiss(eJ)(g)
analytically continues to C. This analytic continuation is a smooth function on C×G.
(2) For 0 6= J ∈ (2Z)d, g ∈ G, Eiss(eJ)(g) has holomorphic continuation in s.
(3) For all g ∈ G, the meromorphic function Eiss(e0)(g) has a simple pole at s = 1, with
Ress=1(Eiss(e0)(g)) = Ress=1
ξF (2s− 1)
ξF (2s)
.
Here ξF (s) is the completed zeta function of the field F , ξF (s) = |∆F |s/2(pi−s/2Γ(s/2))dζF (s), satisfying
the functional equation ξF (s) = ξF (1− s).
Proof. This is well-known, but for lack of a good reference we sketch the proof. We focus on the case of
Eis(e0) - the proof for other vectors eJ is similar, but easier.
First, we need to know the constant term of the Eisenstein series. The constant term of Eiss(e0) along
the standard parabolic
(∗ ∗
0 ∗
)
⊂ SL2(O) is a smooth function f on (O∗ ⊗ R)/O∗ ∼= Rd/O∗ such that
(yi
∂
∂yi
)2(f) = s(s − 1)f for all i. As f must also be invariant under O∗, we find that it is of the form
A(s)N(y)s + B(s)N(y)1−s for functions A(s), B(s). A direct computation of limy→∞ 1N(y)s Eiss(e0) shows
that A(s) = 1, while the computation B(s) = ξF (2s−1)ξF (2s) is more involved ([33]).
Then, one must prove that the non-constant terms of the Fourier expansion of Eiss(e0) are holomorphic
in s. For this, see ([14], Ch. 3, Prop. 4.6). Therefore
Eiss(e0) = N(y)
s +
ξF (2s− 1)
ξF (2s)
N(y)1−s + (holom. in s),
and so lims→1 Eiss(e0) = lims→1(s− 1) ξF (2s−1)ξF (2s) .
Note that, as ([14]), ([33]) use classical formulas for Eisenstein series, we use Lemma 7.2 to apply their
results. 
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Using these continuations, we have a partially defined map
Eis1 : I(1)
K-fin 99K C∞(Γ\G), Eis1(eJ) := lim
s→1
Eiss(eJ) for J 6= 0.
This map is defined on
∑
J 6=0CeJ ⊂ I(1)K-fin. For Re(s) > 1, the map Eiss : I(s)K-fin → C∞(Γ\G) is a map
of gC-representations. For s = 1, Eis1 is almost a map of gC-representations, in the following sense:
Lemma 7.5.
(1) Let J ∈ (2Z)d − {0}, X ∈ gC, such X.eJ ∈
∑
J′ 6=0CeJ′ ⊂ I(1). Then both Eis1(eJ), Eis1(X.eJ) are
defined, and
X.Eis1(eJ) = Eis1(X.eJ).
(2) Let J ∈ (2Z)d − {0}, X ∈ gC, such that X.eJ ∈ Ce0 ⊂ I(1). Then
X(Eis1(eJ)) = Ress=1(Eiss(e0))
X.eJ
(s− 1)e0 ∈ C.
Proof. (1) Both Eiss(eJ), Eiss(X.eJ) are holomorphic at s = 1. For Re(s) > 1, the summation Eiss(eJ) abso-
lutely converges, and so we can commute derivatives with summation. This gives X.Eiss(eJ) = Eiss(X.eJ).
Taking s→ 1, we find lims→1X.Eiss(eJ)(g) = Eis1(X.eJ) (as a point-wise limit of functions on G.)
We need to know that, as Eiss(eJ) is holomorphic at s = 1, then
lim
s→1
X.Eiss(eJ) = X.Eis1(eJ).
This follows from the fact that the function Eiss(eJ) is a smooth function on C×G.
(2) For Re(s) > 1, X(Eiss(eJ)) = C(s − 1) Eiss(e0), for C = X.eJ(s−1)e0 ∈ C. Taking limits, we obtain
lims→1X(Eiss(eJ)) = C Ress=1 Eiss(e0). The left side equals X(Eis1(eJ)) for the same reason as in (1).

Write FJ := Eis1(eJ), F0 := 1. We define
C∞Eis :=
∑
J∈(2Z)d
CFJ ⊂ C∞(Γ\G).
7.3. Differential forms and (g,K)-cohomology.
See [5] for generalities on (g,K)-modules and (g,K)-cohomology.
Let M be a (g,K)-module. There is a complex HomK(∧∗(g/k)⊗C,M), with differential defined as follows.
For f ∈M, φ ∈ ∧∗(g/k)∨, we have
f ⊗ φ ∈ HomK(∧∗(g/k)⊗ C,M) ⊂M ⊗ ∧∗(g/k)∨,
d(f ⊗ φ) :=
∑
i
Li(f)⊗ (L∨i ∧ φ) +Ri(f)⊗ (R∨i ∧ φ).
In this formula, L∨i , R
∨
i ∈ (g/k)∨ ⊗ C, are the dual basis of Li, Ri ∈ g/k⊗ C. We view Li, Ri as operators
on the gC-module M .
Remark 7.6.
The complex HomK(∧∗(g/k) ⊗ C,M) computes the (g,K)-cohomology group Ext∗(g,K)(C,M), although
we do not need this.
Lemma 7.7. ∧∗(g/k)∨ ⊗C is isomorphic to the space of left G-invariant differential forms on G which are
trivial on the vectors in the fiber of the map of tangent bundles T (G)→ T (G/K).
We will frequently identify ∧∗(g/k)∗⊗C with a subspace of Ω∗(G) (C∞ complex-valued differential forms
on G) via this lemma. This lemma implies the following basic result in the theory of (g,K)-cohomology:
Proposition 7.8.
(1) There is an isomorphism of complexes
i : HomK(∧∗(g/k)⊗ C, C∞(G)) ∼= Ω∗(G/K),
given by taking the product of a form ∧∗(g/k)∨ ⊗ C ⊂ Ω∗(G) with a function on G, noting that the
condition the the product is K-invariant ensures that the form descends to a form on G/K.
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(2) Restricting to the Γ-invariants in the above isomorphism gives an isomorphism
i : HomK(∧∗(g/k)⊗ C, C∞(Γ\G)) ∼= Ω∗(Γ\G/K).
Lemma 7.5 implies
Corollary 7.9. C∞Eis is a (g,K)-submodule of C
∞(Γ\G).
Restricting to the (g,K)-submodule C∞Eis ⊂ C∞(Γ\G), we obtain a subcomplex
Ω∗(Y )Eis := i(HomK(∧∗(g/k)⊗ C, C∞Eis)) ⊂ Ω∗(Γ\G/K).
Our goal in this section is to relate Ω∗(Y )Eis to classical Eisenstein series.
For j ∈ 1, . . . , d, define η2,j = 12i dzjyj , η0,j = 1, η−2,j = 1−2i
dzj
yj
.
Lemma 7.10.
(1) For j = 1, . . . , d,
s∗(R∨j ) = η2,j , s
∗(L∨j ) = η−2,j ,
where we consider L∨j , R
∨
j , as elements of Ω
∗(G) via Lemma 7.7.
(2) The map ∧∗(g/k)∨ ⊗ C ⊂ Ω∗(G) s
∗
→ Ω∗(G/K) is an isomorphism onto the left NA-invariant forms
on G/K.
Proof. It is easy to see that (2) follows from (1). We prove (1).
Let g = nak, k = (kj) ∈ SO(2)d. For each j, we have a homomorphism φj : SO(2) → C∗ sending(
cos(θ) sin(θ)
− sin(θ) cos(θ)
)
to e2iθ. We have forms R∨j and φj(kj)p
∗(ηj) on G = NAK. These are left NA-invariant
forms on G with the same transformation under the right action of K, and hence are equal up to a non-zero
constant C. As s∗(φj(kj)) = 1, we obtain s∗(R∨j ) = Cs
∗(φ(kj)p∗(ηj)) = Cηj . Similarly, s∗(L∨j ) = C
′ηj .
To compute the constants C, C ′, we must do a little computation. It is clear that for this computation,
we may assume that G = SL2(R).
Consider e0 ∈ I(1). We obtain a function f(g) := e0((0, 1) · g) on G. Then f(s(z)) = ( 1|w|2 )((0, 1) · g) =
Im(z). We compute s∗(R(f)) = R(e0((0, 1) · g)) = e2((0, 1) · g) = ( 1w2 )((0, 1) · g) = Im(z), and similarly
s∗(L(f)) = Im(z). Therefore
d(Im(z)) = d(s∗(f))
= s∗(d(f))
= s∗(L(f)L∨ +R(f)R∨)
= Im(z)(C
dz
2i Im(z)
+ C ′
dz
−2i Im(z) ).
But we can directly compute
d(Im(z)) = Im(z)(
dz
2i Im(z)
+
dz
−2i Im(z) ),
so we find C = C ′ = 1. 
We introduce some notation. For J ∈ (2Z)d, define ηJ = ηj1,1 ∧ . . . ∧ ηjd,d. We define, for i = 1, . . . , d,
ω′i = η2,i ∧ η−2,i = dzi∧dzi4y2i = −
i
2
dxi∧dyi
y2i
, and for  ⊂ [d], ω′ = ∧i∈ω′i. Define supp(J) = {i ∈ [d] | ji 6= 0}.
We see that, using the identification from Lemma 7.10, that
∧∗(g/k)∨ ⊗ C has basis ηJ ∧ ω′, for J ∈ {−2, 0, 2}d,  ⊂ [d]− supp(J).
Proposition 7.11.
(1) The vector space HomK(∧∗(g/k), C∞Eis) has basis
FJ ⊗ ηJ ∧ ω′ for J ∈ {−2, 0, 2}d,  ⊂ [d]− supp(J).
(2) Under the map i : HomK(∧∗(g/k), C∞Eis)→ Ω∗(Y ), FJ ⊗ ηJ ∧ ω′ goes to the form
s∗(FJ)ηJ ∧ ω′.
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(3) The functions EJ := s
∗(FJ) ∈ C∞(Y ) are classical weight 2 Eisenstein series. More precisely, for
J ∈ {−2, 0, 2}d,
EJ = N(y) lim
s→0+
∑
(c,d)∈(O)2/O∗,
(c,d)=1
1
|N(cz + d)|2s
∏
ji=2
1
(cizi + di)2
·
∏
ji=0
1
|cizi + di|2
∏
ji=−2
1
(cizi + di)2
Here, y = (yi) = (Im(zi)), and N(y) =
∏
yi.
Proof. (1) and (2) are easy. (3) follows immediately from Lemma 7.2 by taking limits.

7.4. Partial complex conjugation. The group pi0(O(2)
d) = (Z/2Z)d acts on the space Y = Γ\G/K in
the following way. By our hypothesis on the narrow class number of F , there are isomorphisms
Γ\G ∼= (R∗)dGL2(OF )\GL2(R)d, Γ\G/K ∼= (R∗)dGL2(OF )\GL2(R)d/SO(2)d.
The group O(2)d acts on GL2(OF )\GL2(R)d by right-multiplication, descending to an action of pi0(O(2)d)
on Y . This agrees with the action of pi0(GL2(R)d) = pi0(O(2)d) defined by Harder ([19], 1.2).
For concreteness, we reformulate this action in terms of the space Hd/Γ. To do this, we first recall the
following easy facts about units in OF , which follow from our narrow class number one hypothesis:
Lemma 7.12.
(1) O∗F /(O∗F )2 ∼= (Z/2Z)d by the map sending a unit to its signs under the real embeddings of F .
(2) The totally positive units U ⊂ O∗F equals the subgroup of squares (O∗F )2 ⊂ O∗F .
(3) The totally negative units are of the form −u for u ∈ (O∗F )2.
For i = 1, . . . , d, let (i) ∈ O∗F be a unit such that (i)i < 0, (i)j > 0 for j 6= i. We have maps
ci : Hd → Hd, ci(z1, . . . , zd) = ((i)1 z1, . . . , (i)i zi, . . . , (i)d zd).
The map ci descends to a map ci : Hd/P (Z)→ Hd/P (Z), which does not depend on the choice of (i) by the
above lemma. Moreover, these maps are commuting involutions of the spaces Hd/P (Z) and Y = Hd/SL2(O)
(compare [36], pg. 125). The composition c := c1 ◦ · · · ◦ cd acts as (z1, . . . , zd) 7→ (−z1, . . . ,−zd) on Hd/P (Z)
and Y = Hd/SL2(O).
Lemma 7.13. The action of 〈c1, . . . , cd〉 ∼= (Z/2Z)d on Y agrees with the action of pi0(O(2)d) ∼= (Z/2Z)d.
We compute the action of pi0(O(2)
d) on Ω∗(Y )Eis. Define involutions ci : Zd → Zd acting as identity on
all but the i-th coordinate, where it acts as multiplication by −1. We record the actions of the geometric
complex conjugations c∗i as well as the standard complex conjugation on functions/forms (·):
Lemma 7.14.
(1) c∗i (EJ) = Eci(J), EJ = E−J for J ∈ (2Z)d
(2) c∗i (ωi) = −ω′i, c∗i (ω′j) = ω′j for i 6= j, ω′i = −ω′i
(3) c∗i (ηJ) = −ηci(J), ηJ = η−J
Proof. (1) If J = 0, EJ = 1, so the claim is obvious.
There is an action of pi0(O(2)
d) ∼= (Z/2Z)d on I(s), via our identification of I(s) with certain functions
on (C∗)d, using complex-conjugation on each factor. In terms of the standard basis of K-finite vectors, we
have ci(eJ) = eci(J).
Thus, if J 6= 0, (1) is equivalent to the claim that, for s = 1, the partially defined map
I(1)K-fin
Eis199K C∞(Γ\G) s
∗
→ C∞(G/K)
is pi0(O(2)
d)-equivariant when defined. The proof of this is similar to that of Lemma 7.5, in that we first
prove it for I(s)K-fin
Eiss→ C∞(Γ\G) s
∗
→ C∞(G/K), Re(s) > 1, obtaining the case s = 1 by taking limits.
When Re(s) > 1, this can be checked this directly, using the formulas for ci acting on Hd/Γ and the
classical formulas for Eisenstein series (Lemma 7.2).
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(2) and (3) follow from the formulas defining ω′i and ηJ and our explicit description of the operators c
∗
i
on Hd. 
7.5. Exterior derivatives of Eisenstein series. We now compute all differentials on the subcomplex
Ω∗(Y )Eis ⊂ Ω∗(Y ).
Define |J | := ∑ |ji|. Define vi := (0, . . . , 2, . . . , 0), zero except in the i-th coordinate.
Proposition 7.15.
(1) If |J | > 2, then
d(EJηJ ∧ ω′) =
 ∑
i s.t. ji=0,i=0
EJ+viηvi + EJ−viη−vi
 ∧ ηJ ∧ ω′
=
 ∑
i s.t. ji=0,i=0
(1 + ci)
∗(EJ+viηvi)
 ∧ ηJ ∧ ω′.
(2) If |J | = 2, then |ji| = 2 for a unique i. We have
d(EJηJ ∧ ω′) = −(ji/2) Ress=1(Eiss(e0))ωi ∧ ω′ + the RHS of (1) .
(3) If |J | = 0, then EJηJ ∧ ω′ = ω′, and
d(ω′) = 0.
Proof. This follows easily from the definition of the differential on HomK(∧∗(g/k), C∞Eis), Lemma 7.10, the
structure of C∞Eis as a (g,K)-module (Lemma 7.5, Corollary 7.9), and the fact that i : HomK(∧∗(g/k), C∞Eis)→
Ω∗(Y ) is a map of complexes (Proposition 7.8). Note that in the second equality of (1), we simply rewrite
the first line using Lemma 7.14. 
We introduce some notation which will be convenient in the following sections. For J ⊂ [d], define
φ(J) ⊂ {0, 2}d by φ(J)(j) =
{
2 if j ∈ J
0 otherwise
. Define E′J := Eφ(J)ηφ(J) ∧ ω′[d]−J .
We record the following consequence:
Corollary 7.16. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d, let I = {i, j}, and consider the form E′I . It is a closed (2d− 2)-form,
satisfying
(E′I − (−1)dE′I) =
ξF (2s− 1)
ξF (2s)
· (ω′[d]−i − ω′[d]−j) + dη
for some 2d− 3-form η.
Proof. We apply Proposition 7.15 (2) with J = vj ,  = [d]− {i, j} to obtain (up to exact forms)(
Evi+vjηvi + E−vi+vjη−vi
) ∧ ηvj ∧ ω′[d]−{i,j} = ξF (2s− 1)ξF (2s) ω′[d]−i.
Similarly, for J = −vi,  = [d]− {i, j}, we obtain(
E−vi+vjηvj + E−vi−vjη−vj
) ∧ η−vi ∧ ω′[d]−{i,j} = −ξF (2s− 1)ξF (2s) ω′[d]−j .
Adding these together, we obtain
Evi+vjηvi ∧ ηvj ∧ ω′[d]−{i,j} − E−vi−vjη−vi ∧ η−vj ∧ ω′[d]−{i,j} =
ξF (2s− 1)
ξF (2s)
(ω′[d]−i − ω′[d]−j).
Via Lemma 7.14, this gives
(E′I − (−1)dE′I) = (1− (−1)dc∗)(E′I) =
ξF (2s− 1)
ξF (2s)
(ω′[d]−i − ω′[d]−j).

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8. Eisenstein periods via differential forms
In this section, we give a proof of a weak form of Theorem 1.3. Let Y = Hd/SL2(O). We use the notation
for Eisenstein series of Section 4.2. With this notation, Corollary 7.16 becomes:
Corollary 8.1.
(E[d]−{i,j} − (−1)dE[d]−{i,j}) = ξF (2s− 1)
ξF (2s)
· (ω∗j − ω∗i ) + dη
Recall from Section 4.5 the map
Eis : O∗ → H2d−2(Y,C).
Lemma 8.2. For u ∈ O∗,
Eis(u) = ±(2pii)d
 1
vol(∂X)
∑
i
2 log(|σi(u)|)
∑
j
E[d]−{i,j}
 ∈ H2d−2(Y,C).
Proof. Compute the image of the right side under 1
(2pii)d
PD ◦ i∗∞ : H2d−2(Y,C(d)) → H1(Hd/P (Z),C), and
see that it is ±u. The sign ambiguity arises because we did not specify an orientation on (Hd/P (Z))N=1. 
Here,
vol(∂X) :=
∫
(Hd/P (Z))N=1
dx[d] ∧
dy[d−1]
y[d−1]
vol(X) :=
∫
Hd/SL2(O)
ω1 ∧ . . . ∧ ωd ∈ Q(d).
Lemma 8.3. Ress=1
ξF (2s−1)
ξF (2s)
= |vol(∂X)||vol(X)|
Proof. A Stokes’ Theorem argument for the Borel-Serre compactification and the Eisenstein series E′1, a
differential form of degree 2d− 1, proves this directly. However, we instead note that all of the terms can be
related to the arithmetic of the field F :
|vol(X)| = 2|ζF (−1)|(2pi)d
|vol(∂X)| = 2d−1|RegF ||∆F |1/2,
The first equality is Theorem 4.8, while the second is an elementary computation, relating the regulator
and discriminant to the volumes of T (R)N=1/T (Z) and N(R)/N(Z). We have
vol(∂X)
|vol(X)| =
2d−1|RegF ||∆F |1/2
2|ζF (−1)|(2pi)d =
|RegF ||∆F |1/2
4|ζF (−1)|pid .
Remark 8.4. When d = 1, this reduces to 3pi .
An easy calculation with the analytic class number formula proves Ress=1 ξF (2s − 1) = 2d−2RegF ,
while the functional equation for ξF (s) proves that ξF (2) = ξF (−1) = (−2pi)d|∆F |−1/2ζF (−1). Thus
Ress=1
(
ξF (2s−1)
ξF (2s)
)
= RegF |∆F |
1/2
4ζF (−1)(−pi)d , proving the lemma. 
Putting these together, and using vol(X) = 2|ζF (−1)|(2pii)d (4.8), we have:
Theorem 8.5.
1
2
(Eis(u)/(2pii)d − Eis(u)/(2pii)d) = ± 1
2|ζF (−1)|(2pii)d
d∑
i=1
log(|σi(u)|)ω∗i .
This implies the following weak version of Theorem 1.3, using R as opposed to Q coefficients:
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Corollary 8.6. For all u ∈ O∗F ⊗Q, we have
Eis(u) = ± 1
2|ζF (−1)|
d∑
i=1
log(|σi(u)|)ω∗i mod H2d−2(Y,R(d)).
In particular, for 1 6= u ∈ O∗F ⊗Q, Eis(u) /∈ H2d−2(Y,R(d)).
9. Harder’s Eisenstein section
In this section, we study the relationship of our results with Harder’s Eisenstein cohomology [19]. Let
Y = Hd/SL2(OF ). Harder showed that there is a unique pi0(GL2(F∞))-equivariant splitting ofH∗(Y,Q)Eis 
H∗(Y,Q)∂ , which we will denote
Eis′ : Hd+k(Y,Q)∂ → Hd+k(Y,Q)Eis.
We give a proof of this, which should be essentially the same as Harder’s, in Section 9.1. We then prove:
Theorem 9.1.
(1) For k = d− 1, Eis′ is not compatible with the Hodge filtration.
(2) For 0 ≤ k < d− 1, Eis′ is compatible with the Hodge filtration.
Proof. (1) follows immediately from 4.26. We will prove (2) in the remainder of this section. 
(2) is equivalent to:
Corollary 9.2. For 0 ≤ k < d − 1, the maps Eis : Hd+k(Y,Q)∂ → Hd+k(Y,Q)Eis, characterized by their
compatibility with the Hodge filtration, are pi0(GL2(F∞))-equivariant.
9.1. Partial complex conjugation. In this section, we reproduce some results of Harder [19]. Recall that
in Section 7.4 we defined an action of pi0(GL2(F∞)) = (Z/2Z)d on H∗(Hd/SL2(OF )).
Lemma 9.3. For 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 1, c∗j = −1 on Hd+k(Hd/P (Z),Q).
Proof. Recall that, in degrees 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, the map s∗ : Hi(Rd−1/T (Z),Q) → Hi((Hd/P (Z))N=1,Q) is
an isomorphism (Lemma 4.11). The involutions cj do not restrict to the identity on Rd/T (Z), but they
act trivially on homology, as the action of ci on Rd commutes with the action of T (Z). Thus (cj)∗ = 1 on
Hi((Hd/P (Z))N=1,Q).
The map cj does not preserve the orientation of (Hd/P (Z))N=1. Thus the Poincare dualityHi(Hd/P (Z)) ∼=
H2d−i−1(Hd/P (Z)) identifies (cj)∗ with −(cj)∗. Hence c∗j acts by −1 on H2d−i−1(Hd/P (Z)). 
Lemma 9.4. H∗(Y )c
∗
1=−1,...,c∗d=−1
univ = 0.
Proof. The only product of the ωi’s which could have these eigenvalues is ω1 ∧ . . . ∧ ωd, but this product is
zero. 
We consider the endomorphisms
1
2
(1 + c∗j ) : H
d+k(Y )→ Hd+k(Y ).
They commute with the Hecke operators (see the proof of Proposition 4.16) and hence act on the subspace
Hd+k(Y,Q)Eis. Consider the map
Eis′ :=
 1
2d
d∏
j=1
(1 + cj)
∗
 ◦ Eis′′ : Hd+k(Y,Q)∂ → Hd+k(Y,Q)Eis,
where Eis′′ is any section Hd+k(Y,Q)∂  Hd+k(Y,Q)Eis.
Proposition 9.5. The map Eis′ is characterized among sections of Hd+k(Y,Q)Eis → Hd+k(Y,Q)∂ by the
property
im(Eis′) ⊂ H2d−1−i(Y,C)c∗1=...=c∗d=−1.
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Proof.
Hd+k(Y,Q(d))c
∗
1=−1,...,c∗d=−1
Eis
∼= Hd+k(Hd/P (Z),Q(d))
∼= Hd−1−k(Hd/P (Z),Q).

The maps Eis′ are those referred to in Theorem 9.1. Essentially by definition, the sections Eis′ are Hecke-
equivariant and pi0(GL2(F∞))-equivariant. However, they might not be compatible with the Hodge filtration
on cohomology, as the maps ci are not holomorphic.
9.2. Proof of Theorem 9.1. As in Section 8, for I ⊂ [d], we have a (2d−|I|)-form E′I = Eφ(I)ηφ(I)∧ω[d]−I .
To prove Theorem 9.1 (1), it suffices to show that, for all I ⊂ [d] with |I| > 2,
c∗i (E
′
I) + E
′
I = dηJ
for some differential form ηJ on Y .
Lemma 9.6. Fix I ⊂ [d], |I| > 2.
(1) If i ∈ I,
(c∗i + 1) · (E′I) = d(Eφ(I−{i})ηφ(I−{i}) ∧ ω[d]−I).
(2) If i /∈ I,
(c∗i + 1) · (E′I) = 0.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Proposition 7.15. 
The fact that this lemma does not hold when |I| = 2, due to the residue term in Proposition 7.15 (2),
gives another proof of Theorem 9.1 (2).
Appendix A. Deligne-Beilinson cohomology
A.1. Weak mixed Hodge structures.
Definition A.1. A weak MHS is a pair (V, F •), for V a Z-module and F • a decreasing (finite, exhaustive,
separating) filtration on VC = V ⊗Z C. Morphisms of weak MHS are homomorphisms f : V1 → V2 such that
fC is strictly compatible with the filtrations F •1 , F
•
2 .
We let MHSw denote the category of weak MHS. Some basic properties:
(1) MHSw is an abelian category.
(2) We have exact functors
F 0 : MHSw → V ecC,
(−)Z : MHSw → Ab.
(3) We have a Tate twist V (1) := V ⊗ Z(1), with
Z(1) := (2piiZ), F 1Z(1)C = Z(1)C, F 2Z(1)C = 0.
(4) Ext1MHSw(Z(0),Z(1)) ∼= C∗
(5) The forgetful functor MHS→ MHSw is exact.
Note that while (V, F •) 7→ F 0VC and (V, F •) 7→ V are exact, their intersection V 7→ F 0VC ∩ VZ is not.
Beilinson [2] defines a functor Γw : Ch
+(MHSw)→ Ch+(Ab) such that, for A∗ ∈ Ch+(MHSw), Γw(A∗) ∈
Ch+(Ab) is quasi-isomorphic to RHomMHSw(Z(0), A∗). For example, for V ∈ MHSw, RHomMHSw(Z(0), V )
is quasi-isomorphic to the complex
Γw(V ) : VZ → F 0VC.
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A.2. Weak mixed Hodge complexes. There is a category of weak mixed Hodge complexes, MHCw, con-
sisting of diagrams
C∗Z → C∗C ← (C
′∗
C , F
•)
of (filtered) chain complexes, such that
(1) C∗Z ⊗ C→ C∗C, C
′∗
C → C∗C are quasi-isomorphisms,
(2) The differential d on C
′∗
C is strictly compatible with the filtration F
•
(3) The cohomology (with its induced filtration) (H∗(C∗Z), F
•) lives in Ch(MHSw)
Morphisms in MHCw are morphisms of complexes which induce morphisms of MHSw on cohomology. There
is a functor Ch(MHSw)→ MHCw - note however that it is not full.
Importantly, ([2] 3.1) implies that, given a morphism f : A→ B of weak mixed Hodge complexes, the cone
of chain complexes Cone(f) is naturally a weak mixed Hodge complex. Analogously to Beilinson’s definition
of D+MHC, the triangulated category of (bounded below) mixed Hodge complexes, we have a triangulated
category of (bounded below) weak mixed Hodge complexes, D+MHCw , by inverting quasi-isomorphisms of
complexes.
The same proof shows that
Theorem A.2 ([2]). D+MHCw
∼= D+(MHSw).
There is a functor Γw : MHC
+
w → Ch+(Ab), such that for a complex of mixed Hodge structures ∈
Ch+(MHSw), Γw is the same as the map Γw above.
A.3. Weak mixed Hodge complexes associated to smooth varieties.
Let j : X ↪→ X be a good compactification (i.e. X is smooth and proper, with X −X a NCD). We have
a diagram of sheaves on X in the classical topology:
D(X,X) : j∗Z→ Ω∗X(∂X)← (Ω∗X(∂X), F ·).
Then RΓ(X,D(X,X)) is a weak mixed Hodge complex, well-defined and functorial as an object of D+MHCw .
Beilinson shows that Deligne-Beilinson cohomology HiDB(X,Z(j)) is the cohomology of the complex
Γw(D(X,X) ⊗ Z(j)).
A.4. Functorial weak mixed Hodge complexes. It is convenient to have a functorial complex computing
Deligne-Beilinson cohomology on smooth varieties. For example, this is required to apply results of Bloch [4],
Scholl [31], and the method of Geisser-Levine [17] to construct and study regulators from motivic cohomology
to Deligne-Beilinson cohomology.
To do this, it will suffice to define a functor
C∗(−) : SmopC → MHC+w
factoring SmopC → D+MHCw , X 7→ RΓ(X,D(X,X)). The functor Γw(C∗(−)) : Sm
op
C → Ch(Ab) is then a
functorial complex computing Deligne-Beilinson.
We let the underlying complex be the C∞ singular cochains S∗∞(X,Z), i.e. the dual of C∞ singular
simplices. Integrating differential forms over such simplices ∆i → X, we have a quasi-isomorphism of
complexes ∫
: A∗X → S∗∞(X,C),
which is degree-wise injective.
For X ⊂ X a good compactification (i.e. X smooth, ∂X := X −X a SNCD), define
AnX(log ∂X) :=
∑
p+q=n
ΩpX(log ∂X)⊗OX A0,qX
F p
′
(A∗X(log ∂X)) :=
∑
p≥p′
ΩpX(log ∂X)⊗OX A0,qX .
We define F p(S∗∞(X,C)) = S∗∞(X,C) for p ≤ 0, and for p > 0, we define
F p(S∗∞(X,C)) ⊂ S∗∞(X,C)
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to be the image of
∪X⊂XF p(A∗X(logX)) ⊂ A∗X
∫
→ S∗∞(X,C),
where the union is taken over all good compactifications.
Lemma A.3.
(1) (S∗∞(X,Z), F •) ∈ Ch+(MHSw)
(2) Given a map f : X1 → X2, the map f∗ : S∗∞(X2,Z) → S∗∞(X1,Z) is compatible with the filtrations,
strictly so if we pass to H∗(S∗∞(−,Z)). Hence we obtain a functor
SmopC → MHC+w .
Proof. (1) To prove that this is a chain-complex of weak MHS, we must invoke results of Deligne ([9]).
The differentials d on A∗
X
(logX) are strictly compatible with the filtration (loc. cit.). As a morphism
(X,X) → (X ′, X) of good compactifications of X (extending the identity on X) induces a filtered quasi-
isomorphism
(A∗
X
′(logX), F •)→ (A∗
X
(logX), F •),
and the system of all compactifications of X is filtered (in the sense of limits/colimits, not filtrations), we
find that the map (A∗
X
(logX), F •)→ (S∗∞(X,C), F •) is a filtered quasi-isomorphism. This implies that d is
strictly compatible with the filtration F · on S∗∞(X,C) (loc. cit., Prop. 1.3.2). Therefore
(S∗(X,Z), F •) ∈ Ch+(MHSw).
(2) This follows from the resolution of singularities. In particular, for any map X1 → X2 of smooth
varieties, and any good compactification (X2, X2), there exists a good compactification X1 of X1 so that the
map extends to X1 → X2.
That the map is strictly compatible with filtrations after passing to cohomology follows from (loc. cit.) 
We relate this to Beilinson’s object in D+(MHSw) as follows. Let j : X ↪→ X a good compactification.
We have a diagram of sheaves on X in the classical topology:
D : j∗Z→ Ω∗X(∂X)← (Ω∗X(∂X), F •).
Then RΓ(X,D) is the standard weak mixed Hodge complex.
Instead of taking an injective resolution of the above diagram of sheaves, we can take the following flasque
resolution
j∗Z Ω∗X(∂X) (Ω
∗
X
(∂X), F •)
j∗S∗∞,Z j∗S
∗
∞,C (A
∗
X
(∂X), F •),
∫
∫
where we have a sheaf of C∞ cochains S∗∞,Z on X, and a sheaf of C
∞ differential forms with log poles
A∗
X
(∂X). The global sections of the bottom row are quasi-isomorphic to the standard weak MHC above.
We could further replace (A∗
X
(∂X), F •) with its image in S∗∞,C (adjusting F
0 as above), and take the co-limit
over all compactifications X ⊂ X. We then obtain our complex (S∗∞(X,Z), F •) above.
A.5. An analog of a result of Jannsen. We prove an analog of a result of Jannsen’s ([21] 9.4). For a
complex A ∈ MHC+w , there is an exact sequence
0→ Ext1MHSw(Z(0), Hi−1(A))→ Hi(Γw(A))→ HomMHSw(Z(0), Hi(A))→ 0.
In particular, we have a map
ker(Hi(Γw(A))→ Hi(A)) ∼= Ext1MHSw(Z(0), Hi−1(A)).
If A′ ∈ Ch(MHSw) is isomorphic to A in D+MHCw , this exact sequence corresponds to the Leray-Serre spectral
sequence for RHomMHSw(Z(0), A′).
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Proposition A.4. Consider a morphism f : A→ B in MHC+w such that Hi−1(A)→ Hi−1(B) is injective.
Consider also a class
α˜ ∈ ker(Hi(Cone(Γw(f))) δ→ Hi(Γw(A))→ Hi(A)).
Denote the image of α˜ in Hi(Cone(f)) by α.
Then the image of α˜ under
ker(Hi(Γw(A))→ Hi(A))→ Ext1MHSw(Z(0), Hi−1(A))
classifies the extension obtained by the following pull-back:
Z(0)
0→ Hi−1(A) Hi−1(B) H0(Cone(f)).
α
,
In the rest of this section, we prove this proposition. We can assume, by shifting the complexes, that
i = 1.
Suppose have have a morphism f : A→ B in MHC+w , such that H0(A)→ H0(B) is injective. We have a
triangle A→ B → Cone(f), giving a LES
0→ H0(A)→ H0(B)→ H0(Cone(f))→ H1(A)→ . . .
of MHSw. We also have a triangle Γw(A)→ Γw(B)→ Cone(Γw(f)) in Ch+(Ab).
Suppose we have an element α ∈ H0MHSw(ker(H0(Cone(f)) → H1(A))). We lift α ∈ H0(Cone(f))
in two different ways: we lift αZ to a class [φ] ∈ H0(B)Z represented by φ ∈ B0Z, and αC to a class
[ω] ∈ F 0H0(B)C, represented by ω ∈ B0C. Since [φ]− [ω] ∈ H0(A)C, we have that φ− ω = dh+ η, for some
h ∈ B−1C , η ∈ A0C, dη = 0. The class [η] ∈ H
0(A)C
F 0H0(A)C+H0(A)Z
represents the extension class of
0→ H0(A)→ E → Z(0) · α→ 0
in Ext1MHSw(Z(0), H
0(A)). This is the extension given by the pull-back
Z(0)
0→ H0(A) H0(B) H0(Cone(f)).
α
.
We have a cochain
(φ, ω, h) ∈ Γw(B)0 = B0Z ⊕B0C ⊕B−1C .
It is not necessarily closed:
d(φ, ω, h) = (0, 0, (φ− ω)− dh) = (0, 0, η) ∈ B1Z ⊕B1C ⊕B0C.
However, since η ∈ B0C lifts to A0C, we find that the class
((φ, ω, h), (0, 0, η)) ∈ Cone(Γw(f))0 = Γw(B)0 ⊕ Γw(A)1
is closed. We denote its cohomology class by α˜ ∈ H0(Cone(Γw(f))).
We have maps
H0(Cone(Γw(f)))
δ→ H1(Γw(A)),
H0(Cone(Γw(f))) ∼= H0(Γw(Cone(f)))→ H0(Cone(f)).
The following two lemmas prove the proposition. The first proves the proposition for cocycles of the form
((φ, ω, h), (0, 0, η)) in Cone(Γw(f)), and the second says that every cocycle in question is cohomologous to
one in this form.
Lemma A.5.
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(1) The image of α˜ under
H0(Cone(Γw(f))) ∼= H0(Γw(Cone(f)))→ H0(Cone(f))
is α.
(2) The image of α˜ in H0(Cone(Γw(f)))→ H1(Γw(A)) is represented by (0, 0, η).
(3) The class [(0, 0, η)] is contained in ker(H1(Γw(A))→ H1(A)).
(4) Under the isomorphism
ker(H1(Γw(A))→ H1(A)) ∼= Ext1MHSw(Z(0), H0(A)),
[(0, 0, η)] corresponds to the extension [η].
Proof. These statements are easy to verify using the isomorphism Cone(Γw(f)) ∼= Γw(Cone(f)).

Lemma A.6. Every class in the kernel of
H0(Cone(Γw(f)))
δ→ H1(Γw(A))→ H1(A)
may be represented by a cochain of the form ((φ, ω, h), (0, 0, η)).
Proof. Conside such a class ((φB , ωB , hB), (φA, ωA, hA)) ∈ Cone(Γw(f))0. We have:
δ((φB , ωB , hB), (φA, ωA, hA)) = (φA, ωA, hA) ∈ Γw(A)1.
For it to be in the kernel of H1(Γw(A)) → H1(A), we need φA = dγ1, ωA = dγ2. We have d(γ1, γ2, 0) =
(φA, ωA, γ2 − γ2).
We find that, using ((0, 0, 0), (γ1, γ2, 0)), our original class is cohomologous to a class
((φ′B , ω
′
B , h
′
B), (0, 0, h
′
A)).

Appendix B. Regulators for fields
We use the notation of Section 6. Let ∆1 = Spec(Z[t1, t2])/(t1 + t2 = 1) ∼= A1Z be the algebraic 1-simplex,
∂∆1 = {0, 1} ⊂ A1(Z).
Theorem B.1 ([3]). The map
L∗ → H1M(Spec(L),Z(1)),
a 7→ {a} ⊂ P1L − {1} ∼= Spec(L)×∆1
is an isomorphism.
Lemma B.2.
(1) Ext1GL(Zl,Zl(1)) = L
∗ ⊗ Zl
(2) Ext1MHSw(Z(0),Z(1)) = C/Z(1) ∼= C∗
Proof. 1) follows from Kummer theory.
2) is proven in [6] for MHS, as opposed to MHSw, but the proof is the same.
We give an slight reformulation of the isomorphism, which is more convenient for us. Given an extension
0→ Z(1)→ E α→ Z→ 0,
we can apply Fil0 to E ⊗ C, to obtain
0→ 0→ Fil0(E ⊗ C) ∼= C→ 0.
We denote this isomorphism s : C→ Fil0(E ⊗ C). For the extension
0→ Z(1)→ E∨(1)→ Z→ 0,
we can take any lift of 1 ∈ Z to an element γ ∈ E∗(1). This gives a map γ : E ⊗ C → C. This depends on
the choice of γ, but if we restrict to α−1(Z), we get a well-defined map γ : α−1(Z) → C/Z(1). Composing
with the map s, we obtain
Z s→ α−1(Z) γ→ C/Z(1).
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This is easily seen to be the same as the definition in [6]: the element s(1)− x lives in Z(1)⊗C = C, and
is well-defined in C/Z(1) (i.e. independent of the choice of x). The map is [E] 7→ s(1)− x ∈ C/Z(1). 
Remark B.3. Note that Ext1MHS(Z(0),Z(1)) = Ext
1
MHSw(Z(0),Z(1)), so we do not lose any information by
working with MHSw as opposed to MHS.
There is an involution ι : Ext1C(1C , 1C(1))→ Ext1C(1C , 1C(1)), sending E 7→ E∨(1).
Lemma B.4. ι([E]) = −[E]
Proof. 1) C = GL-mod
Consider an extension E of the form
0→ µn → {ζinaj/n} → Z/nZ→ 0,
generated by the n-th roots of some a ∈ L∗ (really, all ai, i = 0, . . . , n − 1). Our candidate for the dual
extension is E′:
0→ µn → {ζina−j/n} → Z/nZ→ 0.
We need to exhibit a non-degenerate, Galois-equivariant pairing
(·, ·) : E × E′ → µn.
Moreover, to match up the sub/quotient of E∗(1) with those of E′, we need that µn × µn → µn is trivial,
with the induced map µn × Z/nZ→ µn being the map (ζin, j) 7→ ζijn (and similarly for Z/nZ× µn → µn).
Define the pairing by
(ζn, ζn) = 1
(a1/n, a−1/n) = 1,
(ζn, a
−1/n) = ζn,
(a1/n, ζn) = ζn.
It is easy to check Galois-equivariance. For example,
(σ(a1/n), σ(a−1/n)) = (ζc(σ)n a
1/n, ζ−c(σ)a−1/n)
= (ζn, a
−1/n)c(σ) · (ζn, a−1/n)−c(σ)
= ζc(σ)+c(−σ)n = 1 = σ((a
1/n, a−1/n)).
2) C = MHSw
We use the notation of B.2. Let φ : E ⊗ C→ C be any map such that φ(s(1)) = 0, φ|Z(1) is the inclusion
Z(1) ↪→ C. We choose an element x ∈ E such that α(x) = 1. The extension ι(E) corresponds to the number
φ(x) ∈ C/Z(1). It is easy to see that φ(x) = φ(x− s(1)) = −[E]. 
There exist regulator maps
rC : H1M(Spec(L),Q(1))→ Ext1C(1C , 1C(1)).
Following [31], rC(a) is the extension classifying
0→ H1(Σ1, 1)→ H1(Σ1 − {a}, 1)→ H2{a}(Σ1, 1)→ 0,
for Σ1 the affine nodal curve A1/(0 = 1) = ∆1/∂∆1.
The following is well-known (eg. [17] in the e´tale case), but we write it down for completeness:
Proposition B.5.
(1) The map re´t is the inclusion L
∗ ⊗Q ↪→ L∗ ⊗Ql.
(2) The map rMHSw is the inclusion L
∗ ⊗Q ↪→ C∗ ⊗Q.
Proof. Fix a ∈ L∗ = H1M(Spec(L),Z(1)). Using P1 − {1} = ∆1, we have a cycle Z = {a} ⊂ Σ1. We get an
extension
0→ H1(Σ1, 1)→ H1(Σ1 − {a}, 1)→ H2{a}(Σ1, 1)→ 0.
Our goal is to compute the GF -action/weak MHS on this extension.
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This extension is isomorphic to
0→ H0(∂∆1, 1)/H0(∆1, 1)→ H1(Σ1 − {a}, 1)→ H1(∆1 − {a}, 1)→ 0.
As the cross-ratio of the points (0,∞, 1, a) equals the cross-ratio of (1, a, 0,∞), we have an isomorphism
Σ1 − {a} = (P1 − {1, a})/(0 =∞) ∼= Gm/(1 = a).
We obtain the extension
0→ H0({1, a}, 1)/H0(Gm, 1)→ H1((Gm, {1, a}), 1)→ H1(Gm, 1)→ 0.
For C = GL-mod, we dualize and twist by 1C(1), to obtain get the extension
0→ H1(Gm, 0)→ H1((Gm, {1, a}), 0)→ 1C → 0.
The class of this extension in Ext1GL(Zl,Zl(1)) is the Kummer class κ(a). To see this, use H
e´t
1 (Gm,Z/nZ) ∼=
µn while H
e´t
1 ((Gm, {1, a}),Z/nZ) ∼= 〈µn, a1/n〉 ⊂ (L1/n)∗/L∗ as GL-modules (see [10], where this is proven
via path torsors). By B.4, the extension class of H1(Gm/(1 = a), 1) is −κ(a).
For C = MHSw, we proceed as follows. The cohomology H∗((Gm, {1, a}), 1) is computed by the bi-complex
O1 ⊕Oa
OGm Ω1Gmd
.
The isomorphism Fil0H1(Gm, 1) ∼= Fil0H1((Gm, {1, a}), 1) sends dz/z to (0, 0, dz/z) ∈ Fil0((O1 ⊕ Oa) ⊕
Ω1Gm) = Ω
1
Gm .
The integral structure on H1((Gm, {1, a}),C) is determined by that on H1((Gm, {1, a}),C) via the inte-
gration pairing ∫
: H1((Gm, {1, a}),C)×H1((Gm, {1, a}),Z)→ C,
equal to
∫
γ
(x0, x1, ω) = x1 − x0 +
∫
γ
ω for γ a path from 1 to a.
By the description in Lemma B.2, we see that the extension class in Ext1MHSw(Z(0),Z(1)) ∼= C/Z(1) equals
the integral
∫ a
1
dz
z = log(a) ∈ C/Z(1). 
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